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ABSTRACT

The water supply/sanitation/health situation in 3 villages in Singida
Region was the focus of this study. The objective was to investigate
general conditions and to identify the explicit needs of the communities.
Relevant socio-economic data on production, livestock, ecological system,
etc, is presented, as well as a historical overview of the developments in
the water supply sector. Water-use patterns and standards of health, hygiene
and sanitation were investigated in 75 households. An attempt was made to
evaluate improvements to the water supply in two of the villages, i.e. the
functioning of the supplies, the extent of utilization and the impact, e.g.
on water use patterns, work burdens and general welfare and health. The
effectiveness of the strategy for improving water supplies using shallow
wellls with handpumps is assessed. The aspects of density and location of
supply are stressed as crucial for the achievement of impact. An alternative
strategy is suggested — the improvement of all traditional sources both
for domestic and non-domestic uses (livestock and small vegetable gardens).
The motivation for and realism of such a strategy is discussed and a
tentative plan for practical implementation is presented.





PREFACE

This report was produced in the context of a project on the development of
domestic water supplies in rural areas in Tanzania, “Domestic water supplies:
a vital component in Tanzania’s rural development. A consumer-orientated study
of selected schemes in four regions.” This project currently being carried
out by Ingvar Andersson and Carolyn Hannan-Andersson (1980-1984) is financed
by a research grant from SAREC, the Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation
with Developing Countries (9.49 u—forsk 80/78:2) and involves research
cooperation between the Institute of Resource Assessment in Dar es Salaam
and the Department of Social and Economic Geography at the University of
Lund, Sweden.

This report should be seen as a complement to the report “Development of
Water supplies in Singida Region, Tanzania. The realities for village
women.” by Carolyn Hannan-Andersson (1984).

The report is based on fieldwork carried out in 3 villages in Singida Region
in November/December 1982 and January 1984. We have also made extensive use
of the excellent background material provided by the work of Harold K.
Schneider in 1959-60 and Marguerite Jellicoe in 1959-65. Both of these works
contain the kinds of soda—economic data upon which all strategies for
development, including improvements to water supply and sanitation, should be
based. Although much time has elapsed since ~their fieldwork was carried out
and some important changes have occurred in Tanzania, not least villagisation,
it would appear that much of the information is still applicable today. This
was confirmed by Jellicoe herself on a return visit to Singida in 1975.
(Jellicoe, l979:xii) -

It must be noted here that the project described in the report “The Tanzanian
Village Water Development Project” - a cooperation between the governments
of Tanzania and Australia - is in the process of being closed down. This
development is regrettable since there had been positive changes of direction
within the project.

Our thanks are due to Professor Adolfo Mascarenhas, director of the Institute
of Resource Assessment, Dar es Salaam, and to Olof Nordstrom at the
Department of Social and Economic Geography in Lund, for the support given
to the project. We are also grateful for the logistic support provided by
the Project Manager, Glynn Roberts, and the staff of the Tanzanian Water
Development Project in Singida.

The maps were drawn by Peter Lunkombe. The cover illustration by hr G. L)ias,
and the typing was done by Ingrid Ekstr~m. The Swahili translation of the
summary and conclusions was prepared by Mr H. Mwansoko.

In addition, we wish to acknowledge our excellent field assistants.
Augustine J. Yonah, Antonia Everest Msoffe and Joshua Malanga, and also the
hospitality and openness of the people of Unyianga, Unyangwe and Nkhoiree
villages.

Dar es Salaam
June 1984
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1AT~TASARINA ~tk~TTIMISHO:

Jitihada zimefan~rwaill kuendelezaugavi wa naji, viwango v~aafya

x~.ueafl. ~ ~a Wanyaturutangu.mi~kRya ~anzon1. ye 1900. !~:f~nikio

kidogo yaaeratik~n~.Wa~tIbaiwez.~ntkusenakuwa Wan~atur’uwanapinga

Uabadiltko ~r~ii~ yalivyo, ~ ni kweli kuwa bawapendeleikukubali

nabadiliko (nageuzi) yanayopln&zan~om~umowe kiit~pokeo~i yanayogha’-

na ~o kwa upandewe fedba~ads na juludi. Iwapo z~bad.iliko

yanatakiwayafan~webaai faida zake1azi~ziwe wazi na mbiim za

utekelezaji wake zieleweke. Uwezo we kuwaa(11an~na wakazi we ~

kaya ni ~ih(~ii• ~it kadh~1ik~~ain~L we kutoabawe maanifa 3uu ye

mapokeoUI aithinT. Tekuolojia aharti iwe ya &iaran~udogo im ina~olin~a~

na nazingira ~r~mnisbi jui~n.tya.

Xatlka bip~n~lnaendeleziye ugavi we naji ni bore kuelewaunuhia

~k~ibwakiuchiii~1~~a 1r{bt~iawe inifugo kwa Wanya-turu. Wakati maingi we

kuisbi kwao at. uz*11~aba3iwe mtan~~ in~hindj,sifa kwi ainbayokwayo

Idi {‘~ ohsWanyaturulrl~n~tegezneani utiaji mboleawenye mpengilio kwenye

ardbi inayolin~aunao~anywa~r(l~ ~ka.. Iwa bali hii ng’ o~nbeni wa

la~1~kabisakatika kudumisbamft~we k-Ill ‘~ na pie n.t ohan~o~

rahani, napatona us&Lann, kwa w~~11m~na i,anawake. Iutn1r~n~na h~.l1

h.ti maji kwa ajili ye mifugo yanapewaaula ye juu kabisana Wanyatunu,

na penginehuchukuliwakuwa UI imihitmi zaidi knilko naji ye natunizi

ye nyu.mbani.

~1( ye ugayj we nail ka-tika Tutu 3:

Xa-tika vijiji vyote vita~i idadi kubwaye kaye zl-n~.tegeineavyanzo

vya kinapokeokwa ajili ye naji ~a matumizL ye nyuiibani. Eli at. pamoja

us kwambavi’wili kati ye vijiji hivi ta~arivi~shapa-tiwaugavi m1.

zaidI~kuf~mtamna mpangowe kuendelezaugavi we naji mlcoarii ~~tda.

Vy~nzovya kii~pokeovizmvyotiniiwa UI vile visina vilivyocbimbwa

kienyeji kwa atkono. Ubora we naji ha..ye at. we waeiwaai. Waka-ti

ugavi UI ~ kwenye najira ye nasika, penginevyanzobivi hn1L~~Iika

kabisawakati we r1~ngazi,au naji hupenya(bujitoicesa) polepole ~o

us kulaz±at.ehskuwepokwa mi].ol~igoinirefu ye watu viain~ni. Visina

tofauti Imchimbwe kwa ajili. ye ng’ombe. Tingi vya viaina vya naji

ye natumizi ye nyumbani tulivyovitembeleabavikuzungiahiwanabona

wale viaizi vyovyote kuwazulawan~ya1~,hlvyo ucbsfuzi utok~tftus

ug’ombe mbwa na fisi ~ kuwepo.





Eijiji kiu~o3a,Unyarigwe, kilikuwa us ugavi nlioendeleazaidi

us kusenakweli ulikuwa unafBrqekazi wakati tukifanya utafiti.

ijiji hibi kjj.j~W5 kimesbapatiwapanipu nibili za ai~ ye

Moja kati ye pampi bizi {llharibika ada mfupi baadaye krLni~ kazi.

Pampaye pu imeendeleakufanyakazi bile natatizo. Kijiji ohs

Unyiangakius 1r1~,mkinachoendeeliwaus upepoambeoho~ histons

udefu ye lrnba.rtbika us natengenezoanibayobifarywa polepole sans.

Mfumo we pu we ugavi uliopangeakwa ajili ye kijiji h(1Cf bado

hanj~1 t zik* us bannsnatege~oye kukamil.iahwakutokatiaus ugavi

usiotoebawe naji. Kijiji ohsNkhoiree bado hRkijapataugavi

wowote inzuri ~ upinaji umeahafanywa.

Maendeleziyaliyokwiaha fanywa kwenye vijiji viwili, Uuyianga

us Unyangwe,bayakutosbakabisa. Pampunibili ziuazosukui~aIcc~a

miguu katika kijiji chenyewakazi 1671, us klnn kimoja kinachoendeshwa

us upepo kinachot~.naji kwenye eneo moja tu is wakazl us kweuye

hon ].a ng’ombe kwa kijiji ohenyewakazi 2158, bile Rhaka haviwezi

kukidht ~Mtaji ye juimiiya. Eatakaii~.ugavi. ‘~voteuliendelezwa

unsfauya~ziat. asili ml~audogo tu ye wakazi inayofaiIiirA. Na

ukichR~n~anyaus natatizo yonayotnk~nRus uharibikaji we nasbine

asilimia hit iimpunguazaidi. Inawezekanakusenakwambaathari ye

naendeleziye].iyofanywabaikuwepo. Kays zinazotuniaugavi ulioendele-.

zwa us zile ziziazobiUIa vyanzovye lel nt~pokeo~‘i1t~Imwe us ____

iuayof~naYt~kabisakatika natuUIzi. ye naji, us viwangovys

uaafi. Kusbiniki kwa jtuinf ye kulikuwa kidogo sans

us kanibu baitukuwaus habaniyoyote (ku1~uaumaendeleziyaiiyopangwa~

natumizi ye ugavi uliondeiezwaan nasualaye kiafya) iliyopokeiewa.

Hakukuwepous i~Ingi1l~np wowote bainci- ye usendelezibaysus elin”

ye afys an pembejeoza u.aafl. Kutoknr~aus h~li i~mnq.bit haishangazi

kuanakwambakuna athari udogo tu.

A~i1ttn~I~iye kaya zinazot~mlc~ugavi ui.iondeiezwa(wakati unapofanya

kazi) iiionyeslm kuridbishwa us uborawe naji. Wakazi walidai ‘kuwa

kuui~anatumbokul-fpunguawake-ti ugavi ulipokawaunafanyakazi.
M~1s~lRmi~rOi~kubwakulmen UIfumo iliyoendelezwaya].ikuwe kwamba

nd.fuuio hlyo h~i1rutosbakukidhi Ti~h1-taji ye jtui~’iya. ~~1i-kuwepopta

~ ntcil~t1~ml~romengi. juu ye utengenezajiwe polepole wakati painpu
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na viim vya upepovilipohanibika. 1~pendekezoya].iyotoiewakufsn~a

hsili- iwe nzuri zaidi yalikuwa kujengavials za.tdi vya pampu za

niikono iii viwe kanibu us keys zote. Asillmist ndogo tu ye keys

katike kijiji aim ilkhoiree (anib~cl’obadohaki-japatiwauga-vl. wowote

ultoendelezea)i-lkttegemeasenikali ]culeta naji ye bombs.

Kays ka-tika vijiji vyote 3 zilipeleka kl~aaikidogo sanscbs

naji kwa mtuUIzi ye nyuinbani. Wastani we “PCC” tilll~uwewe 0hl~i~i1rE~jii

abslita 8.7 kwe stu kwa eikn (kukiwa us kiwango cha’ lita 2.6-20).

Ha-ta hivyo lazis ijnli~b~~r~ekawa ufuaji ~ingi we nguo ulifanywa

viain~n1.us bivyo kiasi. abanaji ~ri-1ichotumika kwa ehngF~ii1(hit

hak1iruju~iiehwakwenye ~cokotoo we “B~C”uliofanywa hapo juu. Juu ye

hapo, baadbiye nagaji u].ifanyika pie kweuye vyanzo. I~lr1~n1~ba-ta

kan~.li-ta bizi za nyongezazingejIllfvalshwabado “ICC” ingeku.wanibali

kabisa.kutokakweuye Id.wa.ugo~rtl(c~hoebauniwa(1r4-ll-chopendekezwa)ohs

li-ta 20.

Juuye natuniizi nadogo,ambayohayakuonyeahakabad~t1ikasane.

wokati keys zilipotumt~ugavi uiioendelezwa,utumisiji wenyewewe

inaji humo najumbaniuliwezeahakujiiili-za sawali inengi. Viwango vya ehrmJ

aiha ye watu vilikuwa duni sans. Th~L1{ ye usafi. bado 1.nstatanish.a,

kwaz2i ni vigua kukadiria natumizi h~iiai ye vyoo kweuye uchunguziwe

ada mfupi b~ lmn• Hata kiivyo inadhaniwakwainbawakaziwe keys

wane-tnml p malta kwa kiwangokile]cile wanachotiUIavyoo, basskwa

sababu-vyoo vingi havikuwe.us taraghawale uselamwe. kutoahakwa

zatu~niat.ye marakwa mare. ~~Ta~1ye vyoo at. duni sanskwa kui.1-n~i-~ba

us hnLlI ye ujiimla ye nywnba. I].ikuwa weal kuwa pembejeo katika

e1(n~iye afys kwa uwiano we afya us maji, elba us usafi we wata

biuafsi ~Kn~hitaji~kwe harekasans. Penibejeoza nRflh1~hit lazina
~i~mbatane us maendelezi ye ugavi we naji.

ye afya 1ran~.ilivyoonyesbwakutnkana.us Icuzisaili- keys

75 at v~zuni. Kiil itrnwa us kuu~akwingi kwa niatumbo kwenye eneo us

pie. ]ciohocho, malaria us baadhu.ye wagonjwa ye ngozi us ~cho.
Ku.barsvilevile at. tatizo ingawa si keys zote zi

1111-ouaIcuwa at.

tatizo ]cubwa. Jambohilt lazina lihusishweus viwango vinavyotofauti-

ensvya eliniigiha ye watu binafsi katika kila keys pekee,kwani.

bile shakemare.nyingi kuharaktmaambukjzwekutoka mkaz maoja we

kays hadi nwiingine kato~r~u~aus elinusiha du~i— kwa nifano ketika

utayerishaji us uandalizi we chekula, katika nazoeaye watu wote

kunawaaikono ketika. baku].i moja is naji kabia ye kula, katika kunywa

kwe uttimia dundu moja au kutosamikono kwenye naji ye kunywa, us

kutonawamikono beadsye utaajitakanwili.
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~akati we sasswe Singida:

?.~akatiwe ease~oani Singidani kutIl (a mkazoviais

vifupi vyenyepampu. liii l~~~tRinbatanaus mwelekeowe kutI l is

nr~anite]cuolojia za bei usftm zinazofea. Eats hivyo kati]ca

ripoti. hit imeonyeahwakuwa nflrnlratL huu una vikwazo kadbaa

wnbavyoyinn~aiautekele~jiwake ikiwa utafanywakwa kiwazzgo

kikubwa. Ukichukuliwa ka~m.njia mojawapotu ketika mpangowe

imaendeleziye ugavi we maji, m~rat~..hun us tha1~rt(kubwa.

I~1rin4u.kiwa ndio m1ra~ratLpekeeunaotuUIwa faida zitakazopat1k~aia

zita.kuwakidogo. Ki-t~ira-chof~inp~mnnaus mkskuti we ~ biyo at.

kiwango abaphl~~(abaufild.o kwa sababuye. halt ye mazingirs

inayo-tawala,i~~hcl(vilipo viatn~ius pia kwa sababuye itikadi ye

Icisiasaambayoina-tilia inkazousawawe ugawanyajiba1~naye

vijiji inynme us uanmhazajiunaotoshelezawe miani ye lctla

kijiji pekee. ~tatizo ye kifedhavilevile yananafaai kubwa

ka-tika kusatabiabaupungufawe pembejeo. Xli kupatafa.tda

nintarafu maendeleziye afya us kuongezekakwa usfun kwe

watuntajt ~ i~ih1~i~ikwambawakazi wote we juim~iyawaflkiwe.

T.aklni sta-tizo yanayoletwaus malengoye kisiasaus hail

hali~j ye ]d~chiinrtye sasanchini Panianla ycn’~nkufanyakufikiwa

kwa malengokwa ku-triml~amlrakati we sasskusiwezekane.

Uzoeta kut~aSingida waelekeakuonyeabakwambssta-tizo

swill 1T~~1bwa~. inal-ialj vilipo vituo vya ugavi us maonge~no

wake. ~ visi~ vya Iaitoahavijijini kubudumia. juaiya

yote us ms~1~l1~vilipo vials bivyo hapatotstegemeoye

Icuendelezauflkio. Mare nyingi kiuyume ebakendioho k1~ia~hotokea.

Paida pekeeasyoipatantuiniaji UI ubora ulioongezeka. I~k-Ln1

-

halt ye ch1~1 ye knamiY~{1~akwa ugavi ulioendelezwa(inayoainbatana

us upunguft we mft~we stenge~zo)ir~n~nisbakwainba beta

ubora wenyewe we. maji hauwezikuwa we bakika. Wakati vials

viimpoharibika watumiaji hulaz1~m!Lkakuxudiakuvit~ii~~{avyanzo

vys ~d~pokea vilivyocbeft~liwazaidi.

Kutnk~maus statizo bays atbari ye inpangowa ugavi we sji

u.lioende].ezwa1c~~n~ulivyotekelezwamkoani Singida yaelekeaiaiwa

udogo. Kwakuwa mifu.mo UIpya baiwezi Icushtndanaus vyanzo vya
k1-n~pokeomintarafu urabisi we ufiicio us ku~Tnl,i(1eabakutaktzwepo

us “zabadiliko T~i1~~”kuelekeakwenye ugavi ulioende].ezwa.

Vyanzo vya kispokea vitaendeleokutuiriiwa us faida zote za
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kiafya zitakataliwa. Kwalcuwa hakunavitno vya kutoabs~a ugavi.

ufloendelezwakukidhi mahitaji yote ye jui~iiya, faida za upeo

mintarafu afys iliyo bare zaidi us nafuu iliyoongezekabaziwezi

kufikiwa.

Nkakati nibadala: uendeleza~iwe vyanzo w~akima~okeo?

Ukichu~uabali ye kiuchilmi us imalengoye kisiasakwa upandeimnoja,

us ulazima we kufanysugavi we maji uwe bore kwe wakazi wote we

ju~i.iyakwa upandewe pili~itacuekanakwambamkakati unaofaazaidi

uta3wwa. at. uendelezajiwe vyanzovya kinapokeovilivyopo. Mwanzo we.

kuendelezaugavi we maji itakuwa UI orodba ye vyanzovya ktmr&pokeo

ainbavyo tayeri v aturnlka~Utekelezaji utajihusisbaus kuony~

iii vingapi kati ye vyanzo bid. vinaweza]caendelezwaLU vitowe maji

~ati~obore, mend us yanayotegemewazaidi. I~endeleziyanawezakuwa

nr~m~mbalimba2i. — kuongezaurefa we visi~ us kuviimarlshakwa

sjenzi ye sementi, us pale ambapo UI lazima. kabisakuviwekeapanpu

za kuendeahwakwa mikono an miguu. ~aicat1 Irnu haiikatai kabisa

vials vifupi us pampu, bali unayaonamambo hayskama nibadalaunaowe—

zekanawe sendelezi.

Sababuza kutumi~amkakati huu kwa kifupi zinawezakuwa zifuatazo:

1 • Kwa ease.unaonekanakuwa at. ujia pekee iaziyowezekana.ye

kule-ta atbarl. ya ~ yaani ku.leta faida kwa wote an kwa
wakazi walio wengi zaidi katika jumamlys mintarafu

upat1i~najiwe ~i~ih~~tajiyanayo-takiwa,upunguzajiwe mzigo

we uoh’*uzi we maji us uendelezaji we afya.

2. U~najtthats~us initindo ye kispokeo ye ~.i~mizi ye maji us
usbakishakiondosba ba-tart cha asili katika uzoefu we ku-tnnrta

vyanzo vingi.

3. Uuawezeehakutshirikiaha juuuiya, basskuwashirikisha

wanawake.

-.4. Ni teimolojia ye bet nafuu sansus bivyo (“a’ us hail

halisi ye kisiasa us kiuchi,rnl~ye Tazi~~a~nia.ye leo.

5. Itawezakana kuendelezavyanzokwa ajili ye matumizi yasiyo

ye nyuinbani, ikiwa UI pamojaus maji kwa mifugo.
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6. T.~vishoiwapo kushirikishwa kwa juu kabisa us pembejeo

nyingi zitawezakupatikana, hii itawezesbakuenea

katika ju~iiyanyingine uhitaji us nguwu i~ayotaklwa

kuchooheausbir±kiahwajiwe j~im~Iye katika kutatna

~-tatizo yao.

Paidakwa watTnnI~aji].azima zi-takuwanyingi. Ufikio hautabadj].j..

ka (mpakau~.kiokmu mgumaurekebiahwe)us ~i~ta ye uch’,kiizi w~maji
k1~ingi itabaki ileile. Watuniaji tayari wamejiamnbatisbaus vyanzo

kwa~ivimecbagu].iwaus wamavijiji wenyewekuwa vimo katika senso

yaliyo s~mrikabisa, us vingi vimnekuwa vild.tuiniwa kwa Dlda nirefa.

Maendelezi yoyote madogodogobus ~haka yatafurabiwa. Faids kubwa

watakazozipa-tawatLiml~ji ,i&~anAus u-tegen3ezimkubwa us ubora

zaidi we. maji. Wanavijiji wangewezakuahiriki katika upangaji us

uteke].ezajiwe maendelezius uendesbajius utuiiza~j~umo katika

kiwaxigo absuwezowao. Xfumo we u-tnnzaji ulio changamanous tate

hantakuwawe. lazi~. Kwakuwa viingizia mali vya palepale

vinavyobusuu3uzi, wattimithi us vifaa ndivyo Tinavyotumtka,

ku.abiriki kwa ~bala we “chegno la mtflfl?4aji” kunawemktitekelezwa

us gharanazikab~r{akuwa za chini kabisa. ~kweli kwambavyanzokwa

ajili ye. ng’ombe vitatiliwa nikazoutafurabiwa sansus Wanyaturu.

Ingawasendelezi haysUI rahisi hatabil7o ku~u1~l~ we

kup~g”vizuri. Hue. lazl-n~.ku~u~allayes mambo kane vile aula ye
Tn~hltajiye w&~rt, ~&raiiB us mioba~ngo,uinilikf u.k. Maaualaye

uongozi ~ i~ht~iiius aiimndo we. mpangowenyewe lazii~uwe~lairuhusu
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Improvement of water supplies, the goal and strategy

The goal of improving domestic water supplies, now widely advertised by the
advent of the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, is
to bring a saving of time and energy for women, to improve public health and
to release women’s productive energies for other tasks than collection of
water. There has been much discussion as to whether these benefits can be
automatically expected with the installation of improved water supplies. It
is now widely accepted that the improvement of the water supply alone cannot
bring these benefits. In particular there is a need for related improvements
to the environmental and sanitation conditions in the communities. As well
there is a need for health education efforts to concentrate on the relation-
ship of health and water and to attempt to improve standards of personal
hygiene.

There is a growing acceptance of the fact that, for many people in rural
communities, it is difficult to compartmentalize the water problem (as the
experts tend to do) into water for domestic use, water for livestock and
water for small-scale irrigation. Especially for agro-pastoralist groups the
water for cattle is extremely important, perhaps more important than improved
supply for domestic use. Schemes for improving water supply in certain areas
might well be rejected by the local people if no consideration is given to
the needs for water for other activities.

There is still a general tendency to treat the problem of water supply as
the major issue in rural communities. and the improvement of water supplies
is thus often seen as the ultimate goal. This is because of a confusion of
strategies and goals. Inadequate water supply is only one of the problems
experienced by rural communities, and in many cases not even the most im-
portant one. To improve the water supply is one strategy to improve living
conditions and stimulate development. By itself it cannot achieve these
goals. There are many other factors involved. All too often the developmen-
tal approach used is to compartmentalize development, when what is needed
is an integrated approach which tackles the problems on a number of fronts
simultaneously, starting from those which have the highest priorities for
the communities concerned. Water supply projects may be rejected if other,
more pressing, problems are left unattended. Village life is complex and the
problems experienced are all inter—related. It is not possible to stimulate
development by isolating one problem and concentrating all efforts on that
particular aspect, be it water supply, firewood supply or whatever. The
piecemeal approach cannot succeed, especially since many of the developmental
problems in rural communities are related to the general poverty of the com-
munities. Such aspects as low level of production, poor condition of live-
stock, high incidence of disease, malnutrition~ inadequate sanitation faci-
lities, poor housing conditions, poor standards of personal hygiene, low
level of literacy and generally unsattsfactory environmental conditions, are
all important factors which must be taken into account.

In most cases because of the piecemeal approach development funds are alloca-
ted to one sector at a time. Thus even when it is blatantly clear that a
particular village needs assistance with health services, transport or live-
stock management, the funds are available for wells and handpumps only.
Ideally of course funds should be diverted to alleviate the need felt to be
most pressing by the community itself. However this is not possible. The
funds are ear-marked for water, and the water supply will be constructed,
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with or without the enthusiasm of the community itself. In such a situation,
even if the need for improved water supply is very evident to the outside
observer, it is obvious that a great deal of effort will have to be put into
discussions and motivation/promotion aspects with the villagers, in order to
facilitate acceptance of the improved water supply.

There is increasing emphasis on the importance of “felt needs” in stimulating
development in rural areas. This means that before efforts are made in rural
communities there should be an expressed “felt need” by the community itself.
Ideally the initiative and request should come from the community. However
the reality is seldom so. Once, for example, a water supply programme is
underway in an area, there is usually a certain rate of implementation which
must be achieved (in the name of efficiency and economy), and the idea of
the villager’s perceived needs usually takes second place. In theory the
concepts of “integrated development” and “felt needs” are essential elements
in bringing about social change. In reality development is sectorised and
while community participation and the importance of community initiative are
given lip—service, the decision is taken from outside (usually on a national
scale) as to what the villages need. In the best of cases efforts are made
to motivate the improvements undertaken; in many cases the projects are pre-
sented on a “take it or leave it” basis. Under such circumstances the chances
for achieving the goal of stimulating development are very slight.

1.2 Improvement of water supplies: The impact

Given the lack of integrated development efforts and the poor implementation
of community participation (including a lack of local initiative), it is not
surprising that the impact of efforts in the improvement of water supply
has been limited. When development is applied from above there is little
spin-off effect. The rural communities have come to expect that impulses will
come from above, and are embittered when they are not forthcoming. In many
areas local initiative is non—existent. Inputs into communities such as
water supply improvements and health education programmes have little impact.

The attainment of the specific goals of improved water supply - increased
convenience, improved health and increased production - are difficult to
measure. Before any impact can be measured the functioning and utilization of
the improvement must be assured (WHO:1983). In many areas of Tanzania both
the functioning and utilization are poor, in some cases due to poor motivation
of the communities, and in others because of the inappropriateness of the
improvements. In recent years much emphasis has been placed on “appropriate”
technologies. The hey-day of complicated, expensive piped supplies which
relied on diesel power has passed. The fuel supply position and general eco-
nomic situation in the 70s indicated that rather drastic changes in approach
were required if any impact was to be achieved. As pointed out by Ahman (1981)
the magnitude of the task required “a qualitative, not just a quantitative
change in methods of delLivery”. There is an obvious need for new approaches
in technology and management. Lower standards of service, lower unit costs
as well as a much expanded mobilization of the local community are now
prerequisites for attainment of impact from improved water supply.

One low-cost alternative which has received much attention internationally
is that of shallow wells with handpumps. Within Tanzania this technology
type has been implemented on a relatively wide-scale in Shinyanga, Morogoro,
Mtwara/Lindi, and to a lesser extent in Mwanza, Tanga and Singida regions.
Shallow wells with handpumps have been considered for implementation on a
nation-wide scale. However it is proposed in this report that impact from
the shallow—wells with hand-pumps strategy is limited. The most appropriate
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level of technology has not yet been reached, i.e. a technology type which
will allow for maximum attainment of impact in terms of improved convenience,
improved health and possibilities for increased production.

1.3 Objectives and methods of this study

Generalisations on water supply and sanitation on a world-wide or even natio-
nal level -are of limited value. The differences between and within countries
are very apparent. All too often the information available has been inclined
to reflect national aspirations rather than real accomplishments, and is too
often based on data on expenditures and plans rather than on the results of
monitoring and evaluation of water supply improvements already in operation.
(White and White:l981) In order that necessary changes in approach can be
designed and implemented, evaluation of concrete experiences are needed to
provide an information base for a reappraisal of approach. The information,
which is required, is on functioning, utilization and the impact of improved
supplies.

This information must be collected at the local level to ensure that an accu-
rate picture of the situation is obtained. This is because, even within one
country, the differences physically, socially, economically, culturally, are
enormous. Only a focus on the micro-level can take into account the diversity
of local conditions which greatly effect the options feasible and the level
of acceptance and utilization. Such an approach is also necessary to ascertain
the possibilities for integration of water supply improvements with other
development programmes at the local level.

While it is impossible to carry out research on each individual community
within Tanzania, research which is carried out must be at the level of indi-
vidual communities in order to shed light on the general quality of life, the
problems experienced and the priorities of the people themselves. General
patterns for the different areas within the country can be established, and
these can be used as the basis of further planning within that area.

The objective of this study was to focus on 3 communities to investigate the
general living conditions and identify the explicit needs of the people. Two
of the communities had received improved water supplies, while the third
would receive improved supply in the near future. An attempt was made to
evaluate the improvements - to determine the extent of utilization, the func-
tioning of the supplies, and to assess the impact. Water consumption, water
use patterns and standards of health, hygiene and sanitation were investigated.
In addition the strategy applied in the area, shallow wells with handpumps
was evaluated in the light of the experience in these three communities.

Fieldwork was carried out during two periods, November/December 1982 and
January 1984. It was an advantage to revisit the communities after a period
of one year had passed. However it would have been beneficial to visit the
area during the dry season as well. Within the three communities several mee-
tings were held with village leaders and a number of households (25 in each
village) were selected for in-depth informal interviews. Thus a total of 75
households were visited in the three communities, and of these 34 were visited
twice. In most cases both husband and wife were present for most of the
interview. Anattemptwas made to achieve a reasonably representative sample
- i.e. not too many of the well-off households or those holding political
positions. In addition the sample was spread geographically as widely as
possible, especially in terms of distance from the various water sources.
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Because of the small—scale approach no claim is made that these findings
from the three communities are representative in all aspects for the whole
of the region. However it is certain that the findings and resulting recom-
mendations can be of interest and relevance for planned development in this
region.

For practical purposes, since these three communities are relatively homo-
genous with regard to infrastructure, economic base, standard of living,
water supply, health and sanitation aspects, most of the data for the
households in the three villages has been presented as one group in the
report text. Thus some attempt has been made to generalise. However, where
there were significant differences between villages this is mentioned.

1.4 Presentation of the material

In this report an attempt has been made to present and discuss socio—economic
data which is considered highly relevant for planned social change. As well
as basic information on physical conditions and the ecological system, the
aspects of conflict and competition vs cooperation in Wanyaturu society are
presented in section 2, since these obviously have implications for attempts
to involve the communities in improved water supply and sanitation improve-
ments. Likewise emphasis is placed on the Wanyaturu and change. Information
is presented on changes which have been attempted, reasons for resistance
to innovations and criteria for successful interventions. Section 3 gives an
overview of the development in the water supply sector in Singida region,
dating back to the German occupation. Such a historical perspective is
considered essential since many of the changes attempted today were already
undertaken 50+ years ago. Some attempt must be made to assess the reasons
for the lack of success of efforts at social change if present inputs are
to have a better chance of success. In section 4 the situation in the three
villages (which forms the basis for the recommendations made in this report)
with regard to general living standards, and in particular with regard to
water supply, sanitation and health conditions is presented in some detail
The present strategy emphasizing shallow wells with handpumps is evaluated,
and its limitations illustrated, in section 5. A more appropriate strategy
based on the improvement of traditional sources is proposed and a tentative
schedule for implementation is presented. Some of the problems arising from
such a strategy are also discussed.
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2. THE WANYATURU- SOME SOCIO ECONOMICDATA1

Singida Region is situated in central Tanzania (Map 1). It is composed of
4 districts - Singida Urban, Singida Rural,Manyoni and Iramba. Singida town
is the administrative centre of the region. Two of the villages studied,
Unyangwe and Nkhoiree, are in Singida Rural District and the third village,
Unyianga, is in Singida Urban (Map 2).

The population of Singida Region is 614,030 in 302 villages (1978 census
figures). The rural population is 556,000 and the average size of a village
is 1850. In Singida Rural the average size of a village is 1650. The area
is populated by the Wanyaturu, a bantu-speaking agro—pastoralist group.
Statistics from the 1978 census reveal that the general standard of living
is relatively low in this area. Housing conditions are poor. Only 5% of
houses had walls of burnt brick or cement, and only 35.5% had mudbrick walls.
The remaining were of mud and wattle. Similarly 4% of houses had corrugated
iron roofs and 94% had roofs of mud and poles. As far as the water supply is
concerned, only 13% had piped waxer. 54% of households had built latrines and
17% shared latrines with others.~ Educational standards are also good indica-
tors of socio-economic conditions. In the rural areas in Singida 75% of
females over 15 years of age were illiterate. The corresponding figure for
males was 47%. 55% of the population had had no formal education.

2.1 Physical conditions

The landscape is undulating, with few sharp rises other than those along the
fault block, the sides of the Singida depression, and the Rift Valley wall.
Low hills are common as are the fantastic granite outcroppings which create
a rather spectacular landscape.

The area is characterized by the many marshes, which vary in size from small
areas which lose their water very quickly, to wider expanses which hold
surface water most of the year. These depressions play a vital role in the
production system of the Wanyaturu. The swamps provide a permanent water
supply and the marsh vegetation is used for reserve grazing in the dry season.
Thus it is the existence of the swamps which “makes possible a sedentry life
for these herding people.” (Schneider, p. 13) In addition these swampy areas
are used for small vegetables gardens which supplement the diet and provide
some cash income.

Climate

For 8—9 months of the year there is little rain at all. Most of the rain falls
between December and March. In general the rainfall can be characterised as
erratic and unreliable — both in terms of amount and timing. On an average
the rains fail approximately every 10 years, resulting in famine.

Another characteristic feature of the climate is the fairly constant strong
wind which blows across the area from the east.3 The temperature in the cooler
months of the year is low at night. Temperatures as low as 5 degrees C have
been recorded.

1. In this section much of the information is based on the work of Schneider
(1970) and Jellicoe (1978) (To be referred to in the text by authors’
names only.) Both Jellicoe and Schneider carried out their fieldwork in
Wahi, in what is today Singida Rural District.

2. This does not mean they were used.
3. Attempts have been made to utilize these winds for improving water supplies

using windmills.
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2.2 A Nyaturu settlement: an ecological sketch

The Nyaturu word for village is itwnbi (plural: katumbi) which means “high
place”. Such a village was made up of a cluster of homesteads (khaya).
Within a homestead there were several houses,’ (nyumba). The male head of
a homestead usually had his own special house (ikwnbu) and each wife was
entitled to a separate house. A village was typically located on a ridge or
small hill.2 Immediately surrounding the village is open grassland. The
swampy areas are located in the depression and the forest lies further away.
This is well illustrated in the figures on the following page.

The cultivated fields traditionally surrounded the individuaLhomesteads.
However following villagisation most households have a small field (< 1 acre)
closeby the house and they continue to cultivate their old fields which are
often at least 1 hour from the house. The surrounding open grassland is used
for wet season grazing. Here the wild leaves which are used to make relish
are gathered by the women. The low-lying area of semi-permanent swamp is
reserved for dry season grazing and for the production of fruit and vegetables
in small gardens. This area is also the source of water for domestic use and
for livestock. The forest provides the wood for house-building, farm equip-
ment etc. Firewood is also collected in the forest area. Important supplements
to the diet are also provided by the forest, such as honey, herbs, roots,
berries, fruit and small game. Cattle are grazed here and in some parts new
fields may also be opened up.

2.3 The production system

Schneider claimed that the Wanyaturu maintained higher concentrations of
population and more intensive utilization of the land than such a difficult
habitat would normally allow. High concentrations of population are possible
in areas of rich fertile soil, but in most Wanyaturu country the soils are
poor. The patterns of settlement and production must instead be related to
the technology which has developed to make the most of a difficult environ-
ment and to capitalize on resources available in the habitat, e.g the marches
and forests.3

The principal feature upon which the Wanyaturu depend is the systematic
manuring of the areable land each year. It is for this reason that the cattle
are kept penned for such long periods and are grazed close to home as much
as possible — in order to be able to easily collect the manure. Without the
application of manure the whole existence of the agricultural system would
be jeopardised. Sufficient production of foodcrops is only ensured by the
application of sufficient amounts of manure. The declining production among
the Wanyaturu must be related to villagisation. Since the households cannot

1. These houses of the women will in future be referred to as households.
2. This was the traditional pattern. Villagisation has disturbed the pattern

to a great extent in some areas by combining several settlements. The new
settlements are often larger than traditionally, and in many cases there
is a resulting less efficient utilization of the resources of marsh and
forest. Because the traditional system has been disturbed there is a risk
that soil erosion has increased and production has been reduced.

3. As mentioned earlier villagisation has resulted in even greater concen-
trations of population, and distance to the resources of marsh and forest
has increased. The full impact of villagisation has yet to be assessed
but indications are that it is not entirely positive.
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Figure 1. Cross section of ecological pattern
of a Nyaturu village

Source: Schneider, 1970:17

Figure 2. Air view of ecological pattern
(in Wahi area)

Source: Schneider, 1970:17
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exist on the small amount of land around the house, they are forced to rely
on the production in the fields they used before they were moved. However,
because of the distance from the homestead they are no longer able to apply
manure, with the result that prodyction has decreased.

The Wanyaturu have a calendar founded on the alternation of the wet and dry
seasons. In the first half of the cycle, the wet season, it is the women’s
work on the food crops which is the most important, while in the second half,
the dry season, it is the men’s herding activities and the annual rites which
become the most meaningful activities (Jellicoe). The main crops grown are
sorghum and bullrush. Maize is less important though most families do culti-
vate some maize. Pumpkins, and to a much lesser extent beans, are also grown.
Even cursory observation of the agricultural activities reveals that women are
much more involved than men. Livestock have great importance as a source of
prestige and security.

While the basis of the subsistence of the Wanyaturu is the production of food
crops, the livestock are indispensible elements in maintaining the agricultu-
ral system, as well as being a source of income. As pointed out above,
without sufficient manure production is not adequate. As a result livestock
are of utmost importance in the Wanyaturu economy. However it is important to
note the social significance of livestock. Livestock have immense value as
a source of prestige and power, especially when livestock can be loaned out
to others. In this respect livestock also have significance for women since
women have an interest in ensuring that their sons have many cattle, as a
sort of security for themselves in old age. It is therefore not surprising
that water for livestock is top priority for Wanyaturu, even for the women.

Schneider pin-points the significance of livestock when he describes the
central aim of Wanyaturu economic activity as the acquisition of livestock.

“As well as storing against emergencies, when production of
grain or other necessities falls below needs, cattle are the
means of increasing production of millet and livestock by
investing them in land, wives and tools, and they are ultimately
desired for the prestige they give their owner. All these
considerations are in addition to their value as real capital
in the production of hides, milk, meat and manure.”
(Schneider, p 62)

Given the importance of livestock for the Wanyaturu it would appear logical
that planned improvements to water supplies should consider possibilities
for improving water supplies for livestock as well as for domestic use.

2.4 Conflict and constraint in Wanyaturu society

It is important to note that both Schneider and Jellicoe emphasize the ele-
ment of conflict within the Wanyaturu society. Without an understanding of
the strains and stresses operating it is impossible to come to terms with
the motivations for the patterns of living and the potential for change.

With regard to hierarchy and social status, all men are senior to all women.
However, among men and among women there is also a seniority order. Within
a family the eldest and youngest sons have privileged inheritance rights.
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This leads to much hostility among brothers, particularly if there are
several middle brothers who do not stand a chance to inherit much. Another
important factor to take into account is the patrilineal/patrilocal system
which means that wives are “outsiders” within the homesteads who have their
closest allegiance to their fathers who may be separated from them by long
distances. This dual allegiance of wives can lead to much hostility between
husbands and wives. In addition there is often jealousy and conflict between
co-wives who are bent on procuring the best for their families.

The conflicts and strains within homesteads and between homesteads “the
interpla~j of individual, interlineage and inter—sex rivalries” (Jellicoe p 169)
have obvious implications for the achievement of community involvement.
There must be a clear understanding of the probable opposition, hostility
and passive resistance which can result if development projects are tackled
in the wrong way. Jellicoe maintains that it was competition between lineages
rather than cooperation which was responsible for the rapid spread of literacy
groups in some areas of Singida Region in the early 60s. Schneider also points
out that the amount of group cooperation which does exist, for example in
agriculture and grazing of cattle, is less a function of norms than of stra-
tegic considerations. He warns against the assumption of cooperation and
mutual aid among the members of the homestead and the larger community.

With regard to improvements to water supplies, where only one or two wells
or windmills can be established in each village, it may be difficult to avoid
jealousy and resentment for those who live too far away to benefit from the
improved supply. Those who are not going to benefit will be difficult to
mobilize for self-help activities. The importance of adequate information on,
for example the siting of wells, is clear if suspicion of favouritism of
certain groups is to be avoided.

2.5 The Wanyaturu and change

“The striking aspect of 1~rusociety today is not what has
changedbut what has not changed, the very weight of retention
of traditional forms arguing the functional insignificance of
apparently radical changessuch as those in the form of
government. (Schneider, p 15?) (My emphasis)

Schneider emphasized the continuity of the way of life of the Wanyaturu,
noting that the work of Von Sick in 1916 gave a similar description of the
modes of production and associated activities as he himself observed in
1960. Jellicoe’s study carried out after that of Schneider, indicated that
change occurred at a very slow pace. Even the changes in the 70s, the
decentralisation, dissolution of the cooperatives and villagisation appear
to have had little impact on the mode of production or way of life of the
Wanyaturu ~1

According to Schneider (p 6) the stasis in Wanyaturu society is “partly a
function of the lack of new goals and partly a function of the lack of
understanding of how economically to pursue new goals.” He maintains that
the traditional Nyaturu society had an integrated method of production and
appropriate goals combined with a social structure which was suited to these,
and neither the Wanyaturu themselves nor outsiders have been able to find
an adequate replacement.

1. The problems of lowered production and risk of soil degradation after
villagisation have already been mentioned.
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It is interesting to note that the basic technology recorded by Von Sick in
1916 and Schneider in 1960 is still basically unchanged today. Grain is still
often ground on the indigenous grindstones though when possible women prefer
to use a machine; food is cooked in clay pots produced by female potters;
solids are still often carried in troughs made of wood; liquids are carried
and stored in gourds and clay pots; and grain is kept in bark bins. Most
innovations are to be found in the agricultural sector, with the use of
hoes and in more recent times the spread of oxenisation. While Schneider
noted widespread use of aluminium pots (sufurias), today most households had
at most one small sufuria, which must be related to the inadequacy of the
production and/or distribution system. What is important to note in the
context of improvements to water supplies is the lack of response to
developmental inputs. The Wanyaturu have succeeded in retaining much of their
traditional way of life in spite of all attempts from outside to change them.

Changes which have taken place

In order to understand changes which have taken place in a rural society
one needs a sound knowledge of the traditional way of life. Even when
traditional practices such as circumcision, bridewealth,polygamy etc1are in
the process of disappearing (and perhaps even when they have disappeared
completely) their impact can still be retained in the value system and way
of thinking. The extent and types of changes which occur in rural societies
are difficult to assess. Changes at the level of value systems are not
easily identified and investigated. Changes of a more practical nature are
more easily observable. Some of these changes

1, such as dress, housing
circumcision etc. are discussed below.

One innovation which spread with some speed was the replacement of skin
clothing with cloth, at least among the men. As early as 1916 men had almost
completely replaced goatskin with cloth, whereas women continued to wear
skins up until 1945. Another important change was the introduction of the
practice of brewing beer for sale in individual houses. Other changes noted
by Schneider included the disappearance of use of cattle urine for washing;
the disappearance of the custom of drinking cattle blood, after the
penetration of Islamic and Christian ideas; the disappearance of the custom
of extracting the lower front incisors of children; better attendance of
children at school; the shortening of the menstrual seclusion for girls; the
holding of circumcision later in the year and earlier in life so as not to
interfere with the school year.

One campaign which met with some success, especially among the women, was
the literacy campaign which began in the l9SOs. Following on the success of
this campaign (success at least in terms of numbers of groups formed) efforts
were made in some districts to initiate programmes on nutrition, health and
child-care, agriculture, livestock raising and “social or status raising
activities”. (Jellicoe) These attempts at community development met with
varying success. Many of the changes attempted are similar to development
efforts in progress today, including improvements to water supply, sanitation
and health. A more thorough study of the success and failures of these
earlier attempts and the reactions of the communities would prove beneficial.
(See Hannan-Andersson: 1984)

1. There have of course been other changes since these discussed here,
especially related to national policy decisions e.g. villagisation,
general primary education, health inputs etc.
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Jellicoe, when re-visiting the area of her fieldwork in 1965, noted that
the literacy campaign had collapsed but the growing of groundnuts, castor
beans and vegetables, as well as the sale of cattle for meat had increased
appreciably. It was felt that people were cleaner and better dressed than
previously. (Today the opposite could perhaps be said, due to the shortage
of soap and the difficulties in getting new clothes.) More Swahili was
spoken. In general trade had increased considerably. Fresh fruit and vegetables
were sold by the men who grew them in swamp gardens. Women sold chickens and
eggs as well as pumpkins and millet flour. The shops had a larger and more
varied stock, which now included toilet soap, dried and tinned milk and
tinned vegetable fats (all items which are in great demand today but which
are unavailable on a regular basis).

Resistance to change

Not all recommended innovations in the community development effort of the
l96Os and later have met with a positive response. There has been resistance
of varying degrees to some attempts to introduce changes, as recorded by
Schneider. Destocking efforts in the l95Os were bitterly opposed. Windows
in houses were unpopular, and even when constructed were closed up with rags
for fear of sorcery or intruders. The growing of elephant grass for fodder
was rejected, as was the planting of cassawa and sweet potatoes as emergency
crops in times of famine. Communal shops and communal vegetable plots were
rejected. (Today both communal shops and communal plots are found in most
villages.) Health facilities were not well attended. (Today the situation has
changed for the better in that people are more willing to attend clinics and
dispensaries. However people invariably complain that there is no medicine
available.)

The reasons for rejecting some innovations and accepting others is related
to the aims of the Nyaturu society. The main aim as defined by Schneider is
to preserve the integrity of the system. If changes proposed pose a threat
to this system they are rejected, actively or passively. Schneider further
concludes that in attempting to understand reasons for the rejection of what
seem desirable innovations (at least to the outsider) costs must be
calculated not only in terms of money but also in terms of time and energy.
Wanyaturu refuse to be involved in activities which divert their time and
energy from activities, which are of more central interest to the people.
One of the reasons given by Jellicoe for non—acceptance of innovations was
that the needs considered important by the outsiders tended to be too long-
term to arouse the people, and their satisfaction demanded specialized
knowledge which the people did not possess.

Potential for change

The notion of inevitable resistance by indigenous societies to influence
from outside is dismissed by Schneider as “romantic notion”. He believed
that the Wanyaturu “would be quite willing to become westernized if the
change could be accomplishedwith appropriate and dependablefuture rewards”.
Both Schneider and Jellicoe record some enthusiasm for change, especially
among younger Wanyaturu.

In recording the changes which did take place during the 50s and 60s using
community development methods, Jellicoe noted that changes at the homestead
level were the most accepted and apparently most stable. Inputs at the
homestead level are appreciated since the homestead is both the active
centre of work aimed at the supreme value of increase and also proof of its
achievement. Development efforts must give adequate attention to the
homestead level - especially in terms of motivating and involving individual
households (nyumba).
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The criteria for achieving acceptance of innovations, based on the experience
in Singida so far, would appear to be:

- the innovation should not upset the existing traditional structure

too much

- it must involve advantages for the communities (as understood by the
communities themselves)

— it should not involve too many costs for the communities - in terms
of money, time or energy

- it should be comprehensible to the communities

- efforts should be directed particularly at the homestead/household

level

The implications of the above criteria for planning would be that there must
be an understanding of the traditional structures and patterns of living of
the Wanyaturu before any changes are attempted. Especially the needs and
priorities of the communities must be known. Appropriate technologies are
essential to reduce costs and to allow for participation of the communities
in planning and implementation. Adequate information must be given to the
communities to ensure that they understand the advantages and implications
(including future responsibilities and costs for the communities). Where
possible opportunities to increase income should be incorporated in planned
changes.
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3. DEVELOPMENTOF DOMESTICWATERSUPPLIES IN SINGIDA REGION -

3.1 Inputs in water supply/sanitation/health fields up to mid 70s1

It is interesting and somewhat disturbing to note the attempts at improving
water supply, health and sanitation which have taken place in Singida region
without much noticeable effect.

Improvements to water supply

As far back as the time of German occupation efforts were made to improve
water supply. Both Schneider and Jellicoe mention wells which were constructed
during the German period. (In fact one such well, still functioning, was
visited during the fieldwork period in 1984.) Von Sick had 50 stone-lined
wells, and watering places for cattle (which were lined with sheets of
corrugated iron) dug in the villages, through mobilization of the village
headmen. Thus the idea of making improved wells using local labour was not
new when encouraged by the British Administration in 1920, when stressed by
the Rehabilitation Plans of 1948, nor when re-introduced by the Community
Development Teams in the 1960s (and it can hardly be called a “fresh
initiative” when promoted in the developmental efforts today). What was new
in 1960 was the first determined attempt to persuade villagers to make
changes without external compulsion. (Jellicoe)

Jellicoe further noted that in her fieldwork area both men and women showed
interest in modern—type wells. Some had seen such wells in other places. In
general the idea of clean water appeared to have both a practical and emotional
appeal. Though suggestions that drinking water supplies should be cleaner
sometimes received a hostile response. The proposal that the men should dig
the wells and the Social Development Department provide the cement for lining
was a very acceptable one to the communities. By 1965 75 wells, six of them
with pumps, had been dug and the villagers trained to maintain and repair
them. (Jellicoe) It appeared that the wells were used by many in the communities,
though some problems with vandalism had been reported.

Sanitation

As early as directly after the 2nd World War latrine campaigns were in
progress in Singida. The building of latrines was enforced through fines.
However Jellicoe’s observations revealed that “there remained in 1958 a few
tottering latrines”. Schneider also observed that latrines had indeed been
built but that they were not used. The construction and use of latrines was
again in the community development programme in 1959. Assistance with the
building of latrines and the attempts to encourage people to use them met
with some success. However problems developed because of the costs of the
slabs and the difficulties in raising the necessary finance. By 1965 Jellicoe
reported that about 30% of the homesteads now had latrines outside the
enclosures. Most appeared to be used by someone. However, it was obvious
that a good many women and children still did not use them because of
avoidance rules.

I. In this section most of the information is based on the work of
Schneider (1970) carried out 1959-60, and Jellicoe (1978) carried
out 1959-65.
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To understand the limited impact of sanitation inputs it is necessary to
have an awareness of the traditional attitude to human excreta. According
to Jellicoe faeces is one of the chief materials for sorcery. Thus the safe
disposal of faeces is very important. Jellicoe even claims that one of the
reasons for constructing circular enclosures in the homesteads was that it
provided more room for the private disposal of human faeces, which was
deposited there and covered with the foot, if the bush was too distant and
the household had no latrine. In how far this is still a common practice is
difficult to assess. However it is presumed that where there are latrines,
the latrine is preferred to the enclosure when the bush or fields are too
inconvenient.

Because of the symbolic significance of faecal matter in Nyaturu society
there is a strong emphasis on avoidance both between the sexes and between
adults and children, when dis~osing of excreta. (Jellicoe) It is therefore
probable that an important motive for the erection of latrines and their
use by the men was based on increasing difficulties of such avoidance in
heavily populated settlements some way from the forest1. In which case,
villagisation should have provided an impetus for the building of latrines
since the population concentration increased. Other motivations given by
Jellicoe for the building of latrines include the notion that, in some
unspecified way, latrines prevented ill—health, and the fact that latrines
became a kind of social sympol of commitment to progress.

Health education

The health education component of the community development programme
undertaken in the early 60s emphasised the necessity to boil both drinking
water and milk, and to cover storage vessels. In addition it was recommended
that the practice of drinking from the same gourd was stopped. Other
recommendations were given on nutrition for small children and weaning
practices. However when the villages were revisited in 1965 Jellicoe found
that most of the recommendations were not followed. Other measures advocated
to promote better health, i.e. improvements to houses - better ventilation,
removal of animals from women’s sleeping quarters, greater cleanliness, etc
had not been adopted.

The recommendation to boil drinking water was not he~~ded, probably because~of
the work load of the women, but also because, as pointed out by Jellicoe,
there was no real understanding of bacteria and contamination. It is tied up
with the traditional idea that some diseases are caused by sorcery. Many
people complained that the water in the wells was polluted by hyenas, an
animal usually associated with sorcery by the Wanyaturu. Boiling of water was
thus considered inadequate to combat the effects of sorcery. The difficulty
in imparting an understanding of bacteria is well illustrated by the comments
of some men when exhorted to use separate drinking gourds for local beer.

“If this beer is so powerful that it makes even a big man
completely helpless, how can those little animals you talk
about as swinvning inside possibly get the strenght to do us
a-ny harm?” (Jellicoe, p 284)

Why so little impact?

One of the most important reasons for the limited impact of attempts to
improve water supply, health and sanitation must be the lack of attention

1. However today people deny the existence of such avoidance rules.
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given to traditional practices and the motivations behino them. Another -

important aspect, especially for health education and sanitation inputs,
is the tendency to rely on enforcement measures. Real change cannot be brought
about by establishing rules and regulations, e.g. by forcing people to build
latrines and imposing fines if they refuse (Hannan-Andersson, 1983).
Development will not be achieved by forcing people to change the pattern of
living against their wills. To be effective the changes must be accepted and
internalized by the people themselves. This can only be brought about through
a process of conscientization. Especially with regard to educative aspects
of improvements to water supply and sanitation there is a need for qualitative
changes, a rethinking of the aims and mothodology of health education
programmes (Hannan-Andersson, 1983 and 1984).

An important aspect is the fact that real development is not only to be
measured in terms of the individual changes achieved but in the consequent
willingness of those concerned to consider further changes. (Jellicoe)
In the attempts made in Singida it is obvious that the diffusion effects
of the improvements was slight. The assistance received with constructing
wells did not result in spontaneous improvements to traditional wells. The
majority of the population in Singida still relies on unimproved traditional
wells for their domestic water supplies. Sanitation has not improved greatly.
There are a great number of latrines, but continual effort is needed to
ensure that they are replaced when they fall down, and there is no evidence
that they are used at all times by all household members. The health and
hygiene situation in the households indicate the ineffectivity of the health
education inputs.

For deliberately induced social change, such as changes in sanitation patterns,
water-use behaviour and personal hygiene patterns, not only do social systems
have to be taken into consideration, but social values as well. In addition
it must be affected by a two-way communication process, what has been
described by Jellicoe ( p 358) as “persuation involving the maximum participation
of the people concerned”. Not only is it necessary for the “change agents”
to know and respect the values held by the people, but they must also learn
to understand what they mean to the people. Only then can new values, ideas
and the associated practical changes be presented in such a way that “the
people can best grasp their import and make a meaningful synthesis for
themselves”. (Jellicoe, p 361)

At the basis of all attempts to change patterns of living must be the effort
to convince people of the necessity and worth of the changes to be introduced.
The starting point for discussion must be the knowledge, values and world-
view of the people involved. The changes advocated must be compatible with
people’s conceptualization of their place in the changing world. “Human beings
have a vight to live in a meaningful world. Respect for this right is a moral
imperative for policy.” (Berger: 1976, p 193)

3.2 Recent developments - 1975 to 1984

The Tanzanian Village Water Development Project currently underway in Singida
Region is a cooperation between the governments of Tanzania and Australia.
The consultancy firm, Snowy Mountains Engineering Corporation, is contracted
by the Australian development agency, Australian Development Assistance
Bureau (ADAB), to carry out the implementation. The project is integrated
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with the Regional Water Engineer’s Office in Singida. There is no Water

Master Plan for Singida region, but an inventory has been carried out.’ -

Technology choice

The programme initially emphasized mechanized drilling of deep boreholes
equipped with Monopumps and windmills. 165 deep wells were drilled, of which
62 were equipped with pumps (35 windmills, 27 diesel powered). Since 1980
there has been a change in policy. Mechanized drilling is at a standstill.
Present implementation is exclusively shallow wells (ring and tubewells) with
hand and foot pumps. About 150 wells have been constructed to date (1984).

Selection of villages and level of service

The policy and priority criteria for selection of villages is controlled by
the Regional authorities. The aspect of “felt need” has had little attention.
In general there has been a very low coverage of village needs, with an
average 3 wells per village. The goal is to supply as many villages as
possible, even if the level of service in all villages is inadequate as a
result.

Participation

In the initial stages of the project village involvement was non-existent.
However community participation is receiving more attention and in 1982 it
was incorporated into the project in a more formalized way. To facilitate
the involvement of the villagers at an early stage, a social survey team
consisting of two terrestrial surveyors and two female assistants has been
formed. This team surveys villages where improvements to the water supply
are planned, thus providing an advance team for project activities. They
stay in the village for one week to obtain basic data for project planning,
and to advise and negotiate with the village leaders.

Integration with overall rural development efforts

A very positive development in the Singida project is the appointment of a
Rural Development Advisor (November 1982). This followed recognition of the
need for complementary environmental and social components in the project.
The main tasks of this advisor are to:

- propose methods of maximizing benefits of village water supply systems

- provide basic data on appropriate allied activities such as population
studies, health, agricultural systems and patterns, land use, soil erosion
and water usage

- establish guidelines to examine the total rural environment to monitor the

effects of project activities.

Maintenance system

There is a centralised maintenance system. The major proportion of the
project’s current workload is maintenance of improved water supplies (mainly
diesel-powered and wind—powered supplies) in both urban and rural areas.
There are plans to hand over the maintenance of the shallow wells and
handpumps programme to the districts.

l.Tanzania Ministry of Water and Energy.
“Hydrological Statement and Surface Water Resources, 1975-76” Dar es Salaam
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Training

Training has so far concentrated on maintenance of vehicles, engines and
windmills. However plans are underway for establishing a more comprehensive
training programme. As well as catering for the operational/technical staff
from the project and Maji (Ministry of Water), the programme will attempt to
reach community user groups, village councils, well and pump attendants,
school children, etc, with information on aspects such as use of facilities,
maintenance, cleaning, reporting breakdowns, further uses and applications
of facilities, and health issues.

Sanitation and health education

There has been no involvement with improvements to sanitation in the villages
in conjunction with improvements to water supplies. Likewise no attempts have
been made to provide health education. However both these aspects will be
emphasized in future programmes.

Summary of the present situation

In spite of the inputs received in Singida Region over the past 50+ years,
the situation has changed little. The major source of water for domestic use
continues to be unimproved traditional sources. Even when villages receive
improved supply the impact is very limited. The coverage provided is so
inadequate only a small percentage gains any benefits at all. Frequent
breakdowns and inadequate maintenance further reduces the percentage of
population receiving any impact. These aspects and the consequences for
future planning are discussed in more detail in section 5.

The standards of health, sanitation and personal hygiene, as well as the
patterns of water use behaviour, are far from satisfactory - as the information
on the three villages studied (presented in section 4) will illustrate. The
integration of improvements to water supply with sanitation and health
education inputs has been negligible. Without adequate information and
motivation on proper use of source, water use behaviour and relation of
water to health, improvements to water supply can have little effect.
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Unyianga
(Map 3)

Unyangwe
(Map 4)

Nkhoi ree
(Map 5)

Villagisation

Singida Urban 2158 451 33

Singida Rural 1671 307 23

Singida Rural 1873 300 23

All three villages were affected by the villagisation programme in the mid 7Os.
As a result they are all large settlements with a more concentrated area of
population around the central area of CCM office, shops and primary school.
In Unyianga, according to village leaders, as many as 300 families were moved,
many of the from 10 smaller settlements which were up to 3 miles away from
the original settlement of Unyianga. Similarly in Unyangwe many of the families
had been moved in from a radius of 1-2 miles in 1974-75. In Nkhoiree it was
estimated that at least 1/4 of the households had been moved from outlying
settlements. It appeared that most households in all the villages had been
moved, even if only 50 - 200 inetres from the original sites. This was in order
to make straight roads in the villages. At times the homesteads were turned
around so that the cattle enclosure faced away from the road.2 Discussions
with the households revealed that the move was not popular, and most people
only moved because they felt they had no choice. There were accounts of the
use of force, in pulling down people’s houses when they refused to move.

The effects of villagisation have not been evaluated sufficiently. However
it appears certain that the impact on food production has been negative. All
three villages, in particular Unyianga, were experiencing serious food
shortages. The last season 82/83 was a particularly bad one, but households
reported that their food production had been generally reduced after
villagisation.3 As a result of the current low production and the resulting
food shortages, many households have already moved out from the centre of
the village, and more are planning to do so after the next harvest. The centre
is overpopulated and there is not enough land for subsistence of the households
living there. Four areas of resettlement were identified in Unyianga and it
was estimated that at least 50 households had already moved. These households
were not permitted to move as individual households, but as 10-house cell
units. Similarly in Unyangwe and Nkhoiree there was increasing pressure on
village leaders to allow further re-settlement of outlying ar’?as.

1. Based on 1978 census figures
2. Obviously no consideration was taken of the fact that traditionally

the opening to the Nyaturu homestead faced west. The placing of the
house of the first wife was also important.

3. The problems experienced by the households will be discussed further
in section 4.2.

4. WATER/SANITATION/HEALTH SITUATION IN THREE VILLAGES

4.1 Basic information on the villages studied

Information on the location and population1 of the three villages is
contained in the following table.

Table 1 Village information

Number of Number of
Village District Population households 10-house cells
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Sugar
Washing
Bathing
Cooking

soap
soap
oil

Distribution -

Each village has 2 shops, one cooperative and one owned by TAPA (Tanganyika
Parent’s Association). The second shop appeared to have been started in the
hope of receiving more supplies of essential commodities. The shops are
poorly stocked, and the villagers complained about the inadequate distribution
of goods. An inventory of goods in stock in the shops revealed that only the
following types of goods were available on a fairly regular basis (and then
only in small quantities): teeshirts, shirts, underclothes, skin and hair oil,
pencils, aspirin, matches.

A more detailed inventory was made in the cooperative shop in Unyianga of the
stocks of essential commodities received during a 6 month period in 1982.
The results are given in the following table. It should be remembered that
these items are to be distributed between 451 families.

Table 2 Essential items received for distribution during
a 6 month period in 1982 (Unyianga)

Amount per family
Item Amount received and month

lO8T kilos 0.4 kilos
260 bars 0.1 bars
200 bars 0.07 bars
115 litres 0.05 litres

By way of comparison, village shops visited by Jellicoe (1978) in 1958 had
the following stocks: paraffin, cooking oil, coarse blue soap, cheap strong
cigarettes, a very little cloth, some shorts and shirts, tea and sugar. By
1965 this stock had been increased to include toilet soap, dried and tinned
milk and tinned vegetable fat.

Health services

None of the villages has a dispensary. Unyianga has a First Aid box with an
attendant who had received 3 months training in Singida town, and who is
paid from village funds. Villagers from Unyangwe and Nkhoiree walk (or take
the daily bus when running) to Ihanja or Puma for medical treatment, while
those from Unyianga walk to Singida. Some villagers preferred to travel the
longer distance to the mission hospital, Makiungu, because they were more
sure there would be medicine available there.

Educational facilities

All three villages have a primary school catering for students up to standard
7. The oldest school is that of Unyianga which was opened in 1956. The schools
have latrines for the students, but those of Unyianga and Unyangwe were not
as clean and well-kept as could be desired in a school. Nkhoiree school had
4 latrines which were in good condition.

Adult education classes are held in all villages in the off—peak agricultural
season, from about April until October. Classes are usually held three times
a week. The teachers are standard 7 leavers from the village. The main
programme is teaching literacy, though some attempt is made to include
agriculture, nutrition and health. The aim is to have one class per 10-house
cell. Each 10—house cell is responsible for building its own “banda” or
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shelter. Non-attendance at these classes is fined. None of the villagers had

special women’s maendeleo (development) groups. -

Other services

No markets were held in these villages, but the women attended markets in
other villages in the vicinity. There is no bus service to Unyianga but this
village is within walking distance (2 hours) of Singida. Villagers from
Unyangwe and Nkhoiree can use the daily bus service from Puma to Ihanja/Matongo.

None of the villages has a cooperative milling machine. In Nkhoiree a private
individual had bought a machine in the period between the first and the second
visits to this village. This means a great saving of time and energy for the
women in this village. Women from Unyianga walk to Singida to use a machine,
and those from Unyangwe use the machine in Ihanja (when working) or in Puma.

Communal activities

All three villages have communal fields. Only Unyangwe village used this land
for food crops. In the 1982/83 season they planted 50 acres sorghum, and in
the 83/84 season they had planted 20 acres of cassawa. This village also
required the households to grow ~ acre of cotton. Unyianga village had a
communal plot of 150 acres of cotton. Nkhoiree cultivated 135 acres - 100 acres
of sunflower and 35 acres of cotton. In general the yields were very low,for
example the cotton harvest in Unyangwe had been so low the last two seasons
that it had not been collected. The poor results were blamed on weather
conditions, sometimes too much rain, other times too little. It was very
obvious that the communal shamba is not a great source of income for the
villages. Neither does it appear to have any diffusion effect - stimulating
more progressive techniques in individual householder’s fields. If the level
of production was as low on individual farms as on the communal fields, the
households would not survive.

Each village had constructed a CCM party office on a self-help basis.
Unyianga and Unyangwe had built latrines for the CCM office. As pointed out
earlier, each village also has a cooperative shop.

Unyangwe and Nkhoiree villages had planted seedlings received from the
Forestry Department. In Nkhoiree the seedlings arrived too late and they had
all died when replanted. Those in Unyangwe had survived but were still small.
Two acres had been planted in 1981. The primary school had also ordered 1000
seedlings. It was maintained that no instruction on the proper care of the
seedlings was received. In Unyianga 20 acres had been prepared for a forest
and plans were underway to obtain seedlings this coming year.

Village income

Income is obtained from taxes on the sale of cattle; taxes on brewing of the
local beer; the communal fields; the shop; and various fines. Unyangwe village
owned an ox-cart, 10 ox-ploughs and 6 trained oxen, all of which were hired
out. This village also owned two hybrid bulls and 3 cows and employed a
villager to tend these animals.

The tax on sending cattle to the auction was 10/- per head. The tax on loc~1
brew varied from village to village, ranging from 30/- in Nkhoiree to 20/-
in Unyianga and Unyangwe. However if the brew was for a special celebration
the tax could be lowered. There are regulations governing brewing, but these
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also appeared to vary. In Unyangwe villagers were only allowed to brew at
the weekends during the wet season (busy agricultural period) while in the
dry season there was a restriction of one brew per day in each area.
Unyianga had fewer regulations in the dry but the ‘weekends only’ restriction
held for the wet season. A rough calculation in Unyangwe revealed that it was
possible for the village to earn 320/- per week in the wet period (December -

May) and up to 720/- per week in the dry period.

The fines imposed were for non-attendance at the communal field and non-
attendance at the adult education classes. In Nkhoiree non-attendance at
the field could cost the villager a maximum of 250/- and non-attendance
the classes cost a chicken. The fines in the other villages were not as
for failing to attend the communal agricultural work. However it is not
to what extent these fines are actually imposed.

Livestock

The total livestock (according to figures given by

November 1982 were as follows:

Table 3 Livestock in the three villages

village leaders) in

There was no use of tractors in these three villages. The majority of

households continue to use hand-hoes.

Skills available in the villages

The villages had the usual mixture of “fundis” (local experts) in carpentry,
masonry and simple repairs to bicycles etc. The types of skills available

at
high
known

Unyi anga UnyangweType

Cattle

Goats

Sheep

Trained oxen

Oxeni sation

Nkhoi ree

2314 2868 3177

1824 3022 4137

1016 1390 1160

72 79 Not known

The extent of oxenisation in the villages is illustrated in the following
table. However this does not indicate the extent of the use of hired ploughs,
both those of the village and those of private individuals.

Table 4 Oxenisation

No. in village

Implement

Ox-plough (private)

Ox—plough (communal)

Ox-cart (private)

Ox-cart (communal)

Unyianga Unyangwe Nkhoiree

30 176 30-40

3 10 0

6 9 3

0 1 0



a
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are illustrated in the following table.

Table 5 Skills available in the villages

Type Unyianga Unyanagwe Nkhoiree

Blacksmith

Mason

Carpenter

Bicycle repairs

Radio repairs

Tail or

1 2 2

3 4 4

1 2 2

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 1 0

The raika2 system of
households said they
shortage of grain as

4.2 Information on the sample households1

Household composition

The average household size was 5.7 members. The average birthrate of the women
in the sample households was 5.3. 27% of children born in the households had
died w~ii1e still young. The average number of children living at home at
the time of the fieldwork was 3.1 per household. Of these children 32% were
under 5 years of age, and 11% of these under-fives were infants (less than
12 months old). 41% of all households had persons other than nucleus family
members living with them. These included parents, brothers and sisters and
children of close relatives. These households with extra women have an
advantage because of the extra work potential.

Agri cul ture

All households had between 1-4 shambas (fields), not counting the small
gardens for vegetables. The average acerage was 4.3, with a range of 2-12
acres. 57% of the households had shambas which were more than 30 minutes
walking distance from the homestead. Some were up to 2 hours away. The crops
grown were bulrush, sorghum, maize, cotton, pumpkins and beans. In Nkhoiree
groundnuts and sunflowers were also grown.

33% of households used ox-ploughs. The impact of oxenisation was more noticeable
in Unyangwe where 52% of households ploughed with oxen. 21% of all households
in the three villages owned ploughs themselves and 7% owned carts. (Correspon-
ding figures for Unyangwe were 32% owning ploughs and 12% owning carts. The
village also owned 1 ox-cart and 10 ox-ploughs which were hired out.) There
was no use of tractors for ploughing. 67% of households still rely wholely
on hand—hoe for cultivation in their fields.

cooperation in agriculture seemed to be utilized. 59% of
organized raika work-parties, though not when there was a
in January 1984. It appeared that it was still more often

1. The number of households studied in each village was 25, giving a total
of 75 households in the three villages. Where the sample was less than
75 households this will be indicated.

2. The “host” household prepares beer and/or food and friends and neighbours
are invited to come and help with agricultural tasks, such as weeding or
preparing the fields.
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men than women who attended such work-parties and that it was often close
neighbours or relatives who participated. The use of paid labour appeared
to be common (though it is not known what impact the bad season had on the
figures obtained, since many families were dependent on such work for
survival in January 1984) 53% of households reported that they usually
employed labourers at least once per season for agricultural work. The
labourers were paid in cash or kind. 41% of households reported that one or
more members worked for others as day-labourers. (Again this figure may be
high because of the food shortage situation during one of the fieldwork
visits.)

35% of households claimed that they usually had some food crops over to sell,
either as food or as grain for beer brewingl. This figure was noticeably
higher in Nkhoiree, 48%. In January 1984 only 13% of households had sufficient
food to last them until the next harvest. (The figure for Nkhoiree was 26%.)
Of the 87% with insufficient food crops~ 76% had already finished their
supplies (some as early as August l983)~. In comparison, during the 1981/82
season only 20% had experienced food shortages.

Cash crops were grown in 52% of all households. Cotton was grown in all
villages and sunflowers and groundnuts in Nkhoiree. Vegetables and fruits
were grown in gardens in the swampy areas by 49% of households. This was
more common in Unyangwe (71%) which was a more swampy area. The gardens
appeared to be mainly tended by the men. The crops included tomatoes, onions,
cabbage, pepper, pawpaw, sweet potatoes, sugarcane. These crops were a source
of income for the families, though it was claimed that a lot was eaten by
the families themselves.

It is important to note the extent of beer-brewing for sale in the three
villages, since this has obvious implications on the food supply for the
families. Only 25% of households did not brew. More than half of the families
who did not brew gave religion as the reason, while others said it was too
hard work. The frequency of beer-brewing varied from family to family but it
was obvious that there is a general seasonal trend. Most beer-brewing is done
in the dry season, after the harvest when there is plenty of grain and the
women are not engaged in other agricultural activities. In some families
women claimed to brew once a week in the wet season, but it was extremely
difficult to determine how often a year. On the basis of the information
gained in these villages~ it does not seem feasible that women can make
large sums of money on an annual basis. They perhaps make a few thousand in
a couple of weeks, which spread over a 12 month period is not such a large
amount of money, given all the needs for cash income. In addition it is not
known how much of the money earned is spent on buying beer from other
families. In January 1984 there was no beer-brewing at all because of the
acute shortage of food. Unfortunately it was not possible to determine how
much of the scarce grain reserves from the 82/83 season were used for beer-

1. This figure does not take into account the exchange of good crops for
other commodities, e.g. livestock, in the internal village economy.

2. This would seem to be confirmed by the report “Makiungu Hospital Singida
Tanzania” (1984) in which it is stated “In March 1983 the wet season was
exceptionally short, consequently reserves of food were low, or in many
districts, completely used up before the first harvest of 1984. Thus
an acute food shortage was observed between mid February to mid March”.
In addition a nutrition survey carried out in Mother + child clinics of
children aged 1-5 in 8 locations in Singida Region from 14th January to
15th March 1984 gave the following results:
malnourished 26.5%; poorly nourished 12.8%; well nourished 60.7%
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brewing, though some families admitted that there had been beer-brewing, in
spite of the fact that people were aware of the coming food shortage. It
cannot be claimed that the families brewed in order to have cash to buy more
grains later in the year as the price of grain rose astronomically when the
suppLjes became scarce. One debe (tin containing 18 lit.) of maize cost
300/-’ (official price was 107/- debe) and at the market in Singida a sack
of maize was selling for 2,500/- (January 1984).

The problem of recurring famine was stressed by most of the households visited.
The 82/83 season was extreme because of failures of rain, but there was a
general complaint about reduced production following villagisation. As pointed
out earlier households cannot exist on less than 1 acre surrounding the
homestead. A lot of valuable time and energy is wasted getting to and from
the former shambas, which often lie more than 30 mins walk away from the
homestead. This is a special problem since it is the women who have the main
responsibility for food crop production, as they also have the responsibility
for preparing food and taking care of small children and other domestic
duties. In addition the problem of manuring the fields has already been
pointed out. The only solution seen by the people is to move back to their
former fields. Following the current bad season (and especially if the
coming season is also poor) there will probably be a move back to the old
areas. Such a trend was already evident in January 1984.

Vii lagisation

Only 8% of all households had not been affected by villagisation. 71% had
moved from 1-2 kms away from the centre. It appeared that there was an attempt
by people from the same area to keep together. All households were supposed
to have been given 1 acre of land, which included the land on which their
homestead and cattle enclosure were to be built, though in many cases it was
probably less than 1 acre. Even those who had been close: to the centre often
lost some of their land. Some homesteads had had to move 50 metres in order
to keep the roads straight, and others had to turn their homesteads to face
the other direction, in order that all cattle enclosures faced away from the
roads. This showed a total disregard for traditional Nyaturu customs of
having the entrance of the homestead facing west, and the importance of
having the house of the senior wife, the emotional and ritual centre of the
homestead (Jellicoe) backing on to the east, with one central door facing
west.

It was claimed that there was some use of force when people protested, that
houses were knocked down if people resisted. Generally people were opposed
to the whole operation. In 23% of households it was claimed that the water
supply had improved. Few households could name any other advantages, such
as proximity to neighbours in case of need; proximity to the school and
shops was also considered positive. Among the disadvantages mentioned were
distance from the main shamba and the resulting reduction in production;
quarrels with neighbours, sometimes because conflicting groups were mixed,
or, more often, because of land disputes; and increased distance to firewood
and grazing in the forests.

By far the most serious negative impact of viliagisation was the effect on
production. 72% of households claimed that production had been decreased

1. At harvest time maize sells for 40/- to 50/- debe in the villages.
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markedly over the 10 years since villagisation. The bad season of 82/83
probably marks a crisis point in these villages since 27% of households
admitted that they planned to move back to their old areas after the next
harvest. Combined with the 19% who had already moved back, this means that
almost 50% of households will be back in the old areas by the end of the
coming year. The implications of this for development planning and, for
example, improvements to water supplies is something which has to be come
to terms with.

Livestock

As pointed out earlier cattle are important for Wanyaturu both economically
and socially. Without cattle a Nyaturu family has lessened prestige and status,
and without manure their production of food crops is affected. In addition
surplus grain is exchanged for livestock, which are then a security for the
household. In all probability families which have no cattle are not in a
position to purchase manure from others so that it is difficult for them to
improve their situation through increased production of food crops for sale
or beer-brewing. The only way they can have access to cattle is through
borrowing from friends or relatives. This system is quite widespread among
the Wanyaturu. 49% of households had borrowed cattle. However not all of these
families were poor, since the loaning of cattle between friends is a way of
creating bonds and obligations.For poorer families it is an important economic
asset to be able to obtain manure and milk. However 21% of households in the
three villages did not have cattle at all. Some of these households were
women-headed households.

The total number of cattle in the 75 households was 941. 25% of these cattle
were on loan to others than their owners (Unylanga: 37%; Unyangwe: 26%;
Nkhoiree: 25%). The range of cattle owned was between 3 and 58. Further
information is contained in the following table. The man/animal ratio is
relatively high, 1:2.8.

Table 6 Livestock in the sample households
I All 3 villages

Type Unyianga Unyangwe Nkhoiree combined

Cattle 378 289 274 941

Goats 380 351 172 903

Sheep 184 148 55 387

General economic position of the households

Cash income:

The households received their main cash income from varying sources. Table 7
below indicates the main sources according to frequency of the number of
households mentioning them, not according to the relative amounts of cash
loaned. Since there were rather great differences between the three villages,
information is given on each village separately. The villagers in Unyianga,
being closer to Singida town, have more opportunities for earning cash income
than those of Unyangwe and Nkhoiree. For example, ~8%of households sold salt
in Singida; 32% sold firewood; and 28% sold charcoal. In addition the sale
of milk was greater in Unyianga than in the other villages. In Unyangwe where

1. There would appear to be some discrepancy between the figures given
for number of goats and sheep by the sample households and the figures
given by the village leaders for the village as a whole.
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oxenisation had had more impact there were more opportunities for earning
money through hiring out ox-ploughs and ox-carts. Because of the location
close to swampy areas 48% in Unyangwe sold vegetables at neighbouring
markets. Cash-crops were more prevelant in Nkhoiree and 36% sold sunflower
seeds and 4% sold groundnuts.

Table 7 Main sources of income1

% of households All 3 villages

Unyianga Unyangwe Nkhoiree combined

Beer brewing 60 84 80 75

Livestock 48 48 28 41

Food crops 16 28 20 21

Day—labour 28 20 8 19

Vegetables 4 48 0 17

Salt 48 0 0 16

Sunflowers 0 0 36 12

Firewood 32 0 0 11

Charcoal 28 0 0 9

Chickens 0 4 20 8

Milk 12 4 4 7

Hiring ploughs/carts 8 12 0 7

Regular waged labour 4 8 4 5

Cotton 4 4 4 4

Other means of obtaining cash income, which were mentioned by individual
households were making ropes and baskets, bee—keeping, carpentry and training
of oxen.

The main needs for cash incomes mentioned by the households (not according
to priority) included the following:

clothes and shoes
foodstuffs such as sugar, salt, cooking oil
kerosene
soap
school uniforms and fees
household equipment and utensils
food crops for food and for beer brewing
meat
beer
milling fees
hospital fees and medicine
CCM fees

Social status

The housing standards can be a good indication of the status of the households.

Only 14% of houses were made of mud bricks. One house had an iron roof. The

1. Note that most households mentioned several sources of income so
that the total is more than 100%
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remaining houses were of traditional tembe style. In general the houses -

were in very poor condition.l Walls and roofs were in need of repair. The
surroundings were often unhealthy, particularly because of the wet muddy
cattle enclosures, ideal places for mosquito breeding, and because of the
piles of manure left lying around, sometimes even inside the women’s
houses.

Only 15% of households owned a radio and 8% owned a bicycle. In Unyianga,
probably because of the proximity to Singida, the figures were 20% owning
radio and 20% owning a bicycle.

The average age of male household head was 43.6 (with range of 22-65).
The average age of wives was 36.8 (with range of 19-55). The educational
standard of the male heads of households plus their wives is given in the
table below. Only 23% of women knew Swahili well enough for conversation
during the meetings in their homes.

Table 8 Educational standard in sample households

Women Men

No primary schooling at all 64% 42%

Up to standard 4 or more 28% 40%

Completed standard 7 9% 10%

37% of the households had members holding some kind of position of authority
or responsibility, usually the homestead head. Such positions included balozis
(ten-house cell leaders), members of various committees, UWT members, literacy
teachers, members of church committees etc.

19% of households were run by women, the household head having died or the
woman having been divorced. Only 21% of sample households were part of
polygamous homesteads. This is 29% of all non-christian households included
in the sample. 73% of households were muslim or traditional.

Villagers’ perception of village problems and needs

The households were asked to identify the biggest problems in the village.
Unfailingly the problem of recurring famine and the food shortages during the
82/83 season were mentioned. This was related to the lowered production after
villagisation and the inability to apply sufficient quantities of manure.
The other problems listed according to the number of households mentioning
them, are given in the table below

1. It needs to be remembered here that many households were contemplating
moving back to their old sites and therefore were not interested in
improving the existing house.
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Table 9 Priority of village problems -

% of households mentioning this problem
All three villag�Problem Unyianga Unyangwe Nkhoiree combined

Water supply

Poor distribution of
goods

No dispensary

No milling machine

Lack of agricultural
inputs

4.3

Water sources

a) Improved supplies

36 12 33 27

24 44 5 25

8 4 38 20
4 12 0~ 6

8 4 0 4

Other problems mentioned by individual families included shortage of grazing
land, cattle thefts, too much communal work and lions coming closer to the
settlements.

Domestic water supplies

As mentioned earlier, the three villages were chosen as a sample because of
the varying water supply situations. Unyianga and Unyangwe villages had
received improved water supplies. Plans were underway for improvements in
Nkhoi ree.

In Unyianga a windmill and tank were constructed in 1960. This system pumped
water up to a domestic point with 4 taps near the primary school. A cattle
trough was also constructed. After only 9 months the windmill was out of
order. Repairs were made but within a short time the windmill was again not
running. During both fieldwork periods the windmill was not operatingand
villages had returned to the traditional sources they used previously. The
village leaders claimed to have reported the breakdowns. In addition, after
a survey in 1977, a tank had been constructed on a hill near the village,
and domestic points placed around the village in 1979. This was in preparation
for a scheme which would pump water from a nearby village, Mwankoko. Howeve’
this scheme had never been completed. The taps were standing dry and it was
reported that the pump which had been installed in Mwankoko had been stolen.
The villagers did not know why the scheme had not been completed, but there
were rumours that the water in Mwankoko was not sufficient for such a scheme.
During the last fieldwork visit there was evidence that the villagers had
begun to tire of this monument to bad planning, as there had been some
vandalism along the pipeline.

Unyangwe village had received two foot pumps in November 1981. One of them
had worked fcr a very short time only. When the breakdown was reported the
pump had been removed for repairs but had not been returned to the village.
The villagers took water from this well using a bucket and rope. Others
returned to the traditional sources they had been using before the foot pump
was constructed. The second pump was still in good working condition. There
were no hedges around the well. The sites were kept fairly clean, although
people were washing clothes and themselves too close to the well site.

1. It should be remembered that a private individual has set up a
milling machine for the villagers in Nkhoiree.
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At the time of the first fieldwork period (November/December 1982) a survey
team was in Nkhoiree in preparation for constructing an improved supply. In
this context it was interesting to investigate the expectations of the
villagers and also the extent of participation in planning. Almost half the
households contacted (5/12) did not know what the surveyors were doing in the
village. The remaining households understood that it was something to do with
water supply but had received no real information from village leaders or
the survey team. They thus had differing expectations about the type of supply
to be constructed and this has obvious implications for the acceptance and
success of the improved supply actually implemented. 2/12 of households
thought that they would receive a diesel-powered piped supply, while the
others expected windmills or handpunips.

At the time of the second fieldwork visit, 13 months later, nothing more had
happened in the village. The leaders complained that they had contacted the
Ministry in Singida but that they had heard nothing more. There was a general
feeling of frustration about the whole question of improving water supplies.

Utilization of the sources already constructed:

44% of households in Unylanga claimed to have utilized the windmill source
when it was working, even if it meant a longer distance. For many of the
households there was no possibility to use this source because of the long
distance. One family walked to the neighbouring village to collect water
from a handpump when they considered the water in the traditional sources
was too polluted, or when these sources dried up. This entailed quite an
extra distance to walk. Those who had used the windmill claimed to have used
it in all seasons. There were complaints that the queues were long as so
many people wanted to utilize the improved source.

The cattle trough was not a success since it was too frail and too small for
the type and number of cattle needing to use it. The villagers suggested the
construction of a much bigger and more solid type to withstand the onslaught
of 50 or more thirsty cattle at a time.

In Unyanywe 24% of households were using the foot pump which was still
working, and 12% were using the well with the broken foot pump. They were
drawing water with a bucket and rope. However it appeared that not all these
households were using the improved supplies continuously. Some households
admitted that it was mainly when the traditional sources began to dry up.
Normally the traditional sources were closer and they continued to be utilized.
The benefits from the improved supply were thus more marked in the dry season
when women began to have to walk further from their houses to find water in
traditional sources. Two of the households continued to use traditional
sources for some water uses, e.g. bathing, even when they were using the
improved sources for water for cooking and drinking. This was because the
improved source was further away from the house than the traditional sources.

Benefits of the improved sources

The main benefits attributed to the improved supplies were improved health
(and in particular less stomach problems) because of the better quality
water. All the women using the improved supply claimed to have saved time
which they utilized for collecting firewood, irrigating vegetable gardens
and agriculture, washing clothes, resting and visiting neighbours. In
Unyangwe the improved convenience was especially appreciated as well as less
queueing and the permanence. While it is difficult to determine whether or
not all these benefits are in fact real, it is nevertheless important to
record them since they are the perception of the users of the supplies, and
as such have relevance.



I,
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Participation

The level of participation in the improvement carried out was extremely low.
This was especially so in Unyianga. None of the households had been involved
in any way in the planning of either of the schemes. All households had.
however, participated in digging trenches. It appeared that no health
education had been given in connection with the installation of the supplies,
nor any special instructions on the proper use of the supply. In Unyangwe
only two households reported that they had received any specific information
on the planned improvements before the construction began. Some instruction
had been given on the correct methods of pumping with the foot pump, the
necessity of keeping children from playing with the pump, and on prohibitions
against washing clothes and bathing at the well sites. Unfortunately it was
not always the women, the ones who utilize the pumps, who received this
information directly. There did not seem to have been any special instructions
on the relationship water-health-hygiene and such related issues as sanitation.

Complaints and suggested improvements

The main complaints in Unyianga were that the piped scheme had never been
completed and that it was difficult to get the windmill repaired. In addition
it was pointed out that the water supplied by one domestic point was not
nearly enough for all the people wanting to use the improved supplies. It
was suggested that more windmills or wells with handpumps should be installed,
and bigger and stronger cattle trough should be designed. It was also felt
that the number of taps at the domestic point (4) was insufficient, especially
as often only 2 were working at a time. With regard to the uncompleted piped
supply, the suggestion was firstly to finish it, and, if it was ever brought
to completion (which people doubted), to install more domestic points so that
it reached more people.

In Unyangwe the villagers complained mainly about the breakdown of the foot
pump and the failure to repair and return it. There were also complaints
about the bad taste of the water from one foot pump. It was considered more
salty than water in traditional sources. It was suggested that water should
have been taken from the river-bed instead. The need for more wells with
hand or foot pumps was emphazised in order to bring water closer to more
people. Another practical suggestion was for the construction of hedges around
the wells to keep animals out. One household complained that people did not
heed the instructions given about not washing clothes or themselves at the
site, and others complained about the children playing with the pump.

b) Traditional sources

At the time of the fieldwork all villagers in Unyianga and Nkhoiree were using
traditional sources. And the same could be said of the majority of households
in Unyangwe, since only on~foot pump was working.

In Unyianga and Unyangwe the traditional sources were hand-dug wells. These
wells were unlined. They were dug down 1 - 1,5 metre. Poles were placed as
steps at the entrance so that those collecting water could go down to the
water level without danger of slipping into the well. The water in these
wells was, at least to outward appearances, of poor quality.’ It was often
milky or green with algae. Such wells are unreliable, sometimes drying up
completely in the dry season, or the recharge is slow so that women have to
wait for hours for water to seep out. In addition new wells have to be dug
whenever the old ones become too contaminated or cave in.

1. Attemts to carry out bacteriological tests of the water failed due to
inexperience of staff at the regional water laboratory.
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The villagers in Nkhoiree use the river as a source of water. In the dry
season it is necessary to dig down several maters to get sufficient water.
Several families help prepare such wells together. After the rains, when
water is sufficient, it is only necessary to dig a small depression in the
sand in the river bed. This fills quickly with “clean-looking” water. At
this time of year a new hole is dug every time water is collected in an
effort to get as clean water as possible. Some villagers also use a man-made
dam, though it was pointed out that the water quality in the dam was very
poor.

Qpinion of the traditional sources

More than half the households considered that the water was of poor quality.
It was blamed for the high frequency of stomach problems. Generally the
taste was also considered bad. In Unyangwe particularly there were complaints
about the salty taste of the water. Those who were using (or had used)
improved supplies considered the qua’ity and taste of the improved supply
better than the traditional sources.’ In only 2 cases did the households
consider the taste of the improved supply to be bad.

Suggested improvements

Only 17% of households did not consider there was any need for improvement,
or could not suggest any improvement. The improvements which were suggested
by the remaining households are given in the following table.

Table 10 Suggested improvements to the water supply

% of households The 3 villages
Improvement Unyianga Unyangwe Nkhoiree combined

Well with handpump

Diesel-powered supply

No improvement needed

Simpler improvements
to traditional wells
Repair existing
improved supplies

60 60 56 59

24 0 20 15

16 12 24 17

0 16 0 5

0 12 0 4

100% 100% 100% 100%

Perceptions of expected benefits

The households were asked what they considered the benefits would be from the
improvements they suggested. 63% considered the main benefit to be improved
water quality, which would result in better health, at least in terms of
reduced incidence of stomach problems. The anticipated benefits are listed
in the following table.

1. It appeared that people considered improved supplies automatically
guarantee cleaner water, even if water was taken from the same source
as the traditional supplies.
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Table 11 Expected benefits from improved water supply

Benefits

Improved quality

Increased quantity

Saving of time

Increased convenience (lessening
of burden)

More water for animals

% of households mentioning

65

14

10

I

4

100 %

The households were then asked if they would use more water when the
supplies were improved. 65% of the households gave a positive response.
(This can be compared with the 14% of households who saw increased quantity
of water available as one of the benefits from improvements in table 11.)
50% of households considered they would use this extra water for personal
bathing. The uses mentioned are listed, according to the % of households
mentioning them, in the following table.

Table 12 Activities for which more water would be used1 -

Activity

Bathing

Washing clothes

Domestic uses (including cooking)

Drinking

Watering animals

Irrigating vegetable gardens

% of households mentioning

50

45

35

9

5

3

When asked directly if improved water supplies would entail a saving of
time for the women, 80% gave a positive response. However this should be
compared with the 10% who considered that a saving of time was one of the
benefits to be anticipated from improved water supply (see table 11). The
activities on which any saved time would be used are listed in the table
below, according to the % of households mentioning the activities.

1. Note that some households mentioned more than one activity and as a
result the total is more than 100%.
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Table 13 Activities on which any

Activity

Agricul ture

Collecting firewood

Housework

Grinding

Collecting wild vegetables

Rest i ~ig

Tending animals

saved time would be spent1

% of households mentioning

39

36

27

27

19

8

1

1d COil tiOn On

The average per capita consumption of
was 8.7 litres with a range of 2.6 to
is presented in the following table.

water (PCC~fot~ the three villages
20 litres. The PCC for each village

It is felt that the 20 litres per person in some households is too high a
figure. It is interesting to note that the PCC was highest in the village
which had not yet received any improved supply.

27% of households had girls under the age of 15 who regularly
water collection. Water was collected 2-3 times a day. In the
some households had to walk up to a distance of one hour from
find water. Normally the time required ranged from 10 minutes
This does not take into account the time spent waiting at the
reported that in the driest period it was sometimes necessary
2 hours for enough water to seep into the bottom of the well.

helped with
dry season
the house to
to 30 minutes.
well. It was
to wait up to

63% of households collected water in calabashes; 23% in iron buckets or
debes; and 14% in plastic buckets. At the well a little water was scooped
up in a calabash and all vessels washed carefully with sand and water before
water was collected. The calabash was completely submerged in the water for
filling, to prevent the obviously polluted surface water from entering. In
Nkhoiree, where water was collected in small hand—dug depressions in the
river bed, a scoop was used and the water poured into the calabash.

Drinking water

Drinking water was kept in clay pots in 40% of households. 44% kept the

1. Note that some households mentioned more than one activity so the
total is more than 100%.

2. Much washing of clothes and some personal bathing is done at the source.
The PCC figure above does not take this into account.

Table 14 Average per capita consumption

All 3 villages
Unylanga Unyangwe Nkhoiree combined

PCC (in litres)

Range

6.4 8.0 11.6 8.7

2.6-12 3 -16 3 - 20 2.6 - 20
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drinking water in the calabashes it was collected in. Plastic buckets were
used as storage vessels in 9% of households and iron buckets in 7%. This -

means that of those collecting water in plastic buckets, 70% used the same
buckets for storing the drinking water. 29% of those using iron buckets
also used them for storing water. This would immediately imply that there
is no difference between water for drinking and water for other uses, and
that drinking water is probably not boiled.

63% of households claimed to keep the water covered at all times, though
observation in the houses seemed to indicate that this figure is too high.
Of those storing water directly in calabashes, 39% indicated that all
household members drink directly from the calabash. In reality the incidence
of drinking directly from the same calabash is probably higher. Of those
using vessels other than calabashes for storage, 47% of households maintained
that they used cups with handles for removing water for drinking. Those
using other vessels, such as saucers, small tins, etc, have increased risk
of contamination through submerging the hand in the water. This is especially
so if small children are allowed to take water themselves. The possibilities
for contamination of drinking water in the homes appear great.

When questioned about the boiling of drinking water, 24% of households
claimed to boil the water. Attempts were made to take some samples from
households which claimed to boil the water. However, either the households
refused, or suddenly discovered there was no drinking water left in the
house, or qualified their original statement by indicating that they did not
boil the water all the time. This in combination with the fact mentioned above
that many househaTds store the water in the vessel it is collected in, would
appear to indicate that the % claiming to boil the water is too high. It is
unlikely that more than 1 or 2 households actually do this on a regular basis.
Though during the cholera scare of 1981 it is possible that more families
boiled water for a short period.

The reasons given for not boiling water are listed below.

Table 15 Reasons for not boiling drinking water

Reasons given % of households

Never done it (tradition) 31

Don’t know why. 21

No time/too tired 18

No need to boil 14

Not enough containers 8

Bad taste 5

Too lazy 3

4.4 Health, hygiene and sanitation

The standard of personal hygiene in the sample households was not good. 41%
of households stated that the washing of hands after using the latrine was not
a regular practice. The fact that there is so little water available at the
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house, and that water for all uses is stored in the same vessel, would
appear to indicate that the % of households claiming to wash hands after
using latrines is too high. (It must also be related to the aspect of actual
use of latrines — if households are using the bush or fields instead of the
latrines, the incidence of washing hands is probably very low.)

While all households washed hands before eating, only 5% of households used
running water (i.e. poured water from a jug). All other households used one
bowl with all persons eating together, using the same water. This facilitates
the passing on of infectious diseases. Only 44% of women wash their hands
before preparing food. In some cases women indicated that they only washed
hands when they were obviously dirty, i.e. muddy after having worked in the
fields. Others stated that they washed their hands when they washed the
equipment they were going to use.

Bathl!T!2

It was difficult to determine how often family members bathed as there was
some confusion as to what bathing means. It appeared that face, hands, arms
and legs were washed often, especially when apparently dirty. However complete
baths were less common. The men washed more often than the women as they had
the possibility to swim in the cattle holes or rivers. School children,
particularly boys, often wash themselves at the river or water holes in a
similar manner. The incidence of personal bathing probably varies according
to the season. There are also individual factors to take into account. Some
women consider they need to bath more in the peak agricultural season as they
get more dirty. Others said-they washed less often in that period as they
were so tired after a long day’s work. Others said they didn’t wash as often
in the cold season.

85% of women always bathed at home and 49% of men usually bathed at home. This
meant that the women had to collect enough water for their own baths and
almost half of the women had to also collect (and often warm) water for their
husbands’ bath. That women mainly wash at home is probably due to the fact
-that in many cases there is no privacy at the wells. As mentioned above, men
and school children are able to use the pools. The incidence of bilharzia
among school children can probably be related to this practice.

The scarcity of bathing soap is a problem. Only 15% of households had bathing
soap at the time of the 2nd fieldwork period. Some families had been without
soap for over 6 months.

Washing clothes

More than half of the households (52%) always washed at the source; 12%
always washed at home (because it was possible to carry the extra water to
the home); and the remaining 36% alternated between the source and home. It
was difficult to ascertain how often the households washed clothes. This
depended very much on the work load, the amount of water available, how many
changes of clothes they owned and whether or not they had soap. It was not
possible to determine any set pattern for the wet or dry season as individual
factors also play a part. Whan can be said for certain is that the households
are washing clothes less often now than when soap was readily available. 31%
of households had washing soap at the time of the fieldwork, and the other
households had been without for periods of up to 2 or 3 months. Many
households had reverted to using traditional methods of removing dirt from
clothes. Several different plants were mentioned in this context. In the
13 months between the two fieldwork periods there were indications that people
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were much more poorly dressed than previously. This is also related to the
fact that new clothes are not readily available and are very expensive. -

Children in particular were seen in torn, dirty clothes.

Waste water

In most households waste water, from washing hands, bathing, washing clothes
or utensils, etc, appeared to be thrown anywhere in the compound. Some
households used the cattle enclosure only. The muddy poo1s in the compound,
and in particular in the cattle enclosures, constitute a health hazard for
the families, especially because of the risk of mosquitoes. When water was
taken to the latrine for cleansing and/or washing hands it was said to be
thrown in the pit.

Sanitation

On the surface the sanitation situation in the villages appeared good. 63%
of households had their own latrine. I f one takes into account the households
who had moved within the last 12 months and which had not had opportunity to
construct a latrine, the figure is increased to 71%. Two households were also
in the process of constructing a latrine. However in general the latrines
were of very poor standard. They were often without roofs, doors or covers
for the pit hole. The walls were mainly of mud and wattle. In very many cases
the walls were falling down, reducing the privacy, and the slab structures
were caving in, making the use of the latrines rather dangerous. The depth
of the pits varied from 5 ft to 16 ft. In this area people cannot be highly
motivated to spend a great deal of time and energy on construction of this
type of unimproved latrine, since the life—length is short. After heavy rains
both the super structure and the pit may begin to collapse. The latrine may
be allowed to stand as it is for years, or until the household is forced to
build another. But the incidence of use must, because of lack of privacy and
security, be successively reduced.

An attempt was made to ascertain the actual usage of the latrines through
observation of the state of the latrines. The aspects which were taken into
consideration included the presence of a path, flies, dampness inside the
latrine, smell, maggots in the pit, cover of the pit hole. In addition the
privacy and safety aspects were taken into consideration. It could be said
that at least 50% of the latrines were not used regularly by all household
members, simply because of the bad state of the units. There was not enough
privacy in many cases for the women to use them and they were often unsafe,
especially for small children. Certainly not more than 25% were definitely
used, indicated by the presence of the factors listed above, flies, smell,
etc. It is likely that there is a seasonal aspect co the use of latrines as
well. When the maize/millet in the shambas (fields) around the houses is
high it is possible that the incidence of use drops as great privacy is
afforded in the shamba.

The materials used for cleansing after excretion were many and varied, for
example, leaves, straw, paper, husks, hard soil, old cloths, water or
‘nothing at all”. This has implications for the planning of types of improved

latrines in this area.

There was a noticeable difference in the conditio;i of latrines between the
first fieldwork period and the second. In 1982 there had been a campaign to
force people to build latrines, following cholera outbreaks in the area.
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In January 1984 it was noticeable that many of these latrines had not been
maintained and were no longer useable. In addition those which had fallen
down completely were not replaced.

Health education

37% of households claimed that they had not had health education, i.e.
information on use of latrines, personal hygiene and the need to boil
drinking water.1 The remaining 63% had received information from varying
sources, village leaders, CCM leaders, health officers, adult education
teachers, and staff at the dispensary and hospitals. In general it appeared
that the households did know that they should boil drinking water, that they
should bath frequently and that they should use the latrines at all times.
This indicates that some form of health education reaches them. What is
obvious is that the education is not having the intended impact, in terms
of changing patterns of living. The villagers know enough to be able to give
the correct answers when asked about their handling of water, use of latrine,
etc. But they are not receiving enough motivation to actually make the changes.

Water and health

The households were questioned about the main diseases of small children. The
diseases are listed in the following table in order of priority (% of
households mentioning this disease.)2

Table 16 Most common diseases of children3

% of households
All 3 villages

Disease Unyianga Unyangwe Nkhoiree combined

Diarrhoea 23 38 47 23

Bilharzia 09 58 21 31

Malaria 36 21 37 31

Stomach problems 36 21 26 28

Fever 23 29 16 23

Measles 23 25 21 23

Eye problems 41 17 05 22

Coughs/colds 50 08 05 22

Chickenpox 09 04 16 09

Skin problems 09 04 0 05

While the leaders and health staff may claim that this is untrue, the fact
that so many claim they have had no education is of interest. Either the
health education has had little impact on them so that they have forgotten
it, or the information is reaching the wrong people, and especially neglecting
the women.

2. The validity of these perceptions of the main problems of children would
seem to be confirmed by comparison with the statistics from Makiungu Hospital
in Singida, which are presented in the report “Makiungu Hospital Singida
Tanzania”, 1984)

3. Note that many households mentioned more than one disease so the total is
more than 100%.
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29% of households could not name any diseases they knew were related to
water supplies. This figure was quite a lot higher in Unyianga, 4~%, in
spite of the fact that they are closer to dispensary and Singida hospital.
The diseases known are listed in the following table, according to the
percent of households mentioning each particular disease.

Table 17 Diseases known to be related to water1

% of households
Unyianga Unyangwe

All 3 villages
Nkhoiree combined

53% of households considered diarrhoea to be a problem when questioned
directly (compare table 16) especially among children. Malaria was considered
a problem by 68% of households. A smaller sample, 38 households, was
questioned in more detail about the causes of diseases. 63% of these households
did not know what the causes of diarrhoea were. Those who could give an answer
mentioned dirty water, no latrines, flies, bad food and dirt. 66% of the
households could not give the causes of malaria. Some people suggested it was
unripe maize, wild fruits or strong winds. The results of this small survey
were startling. If villagers are so badly informed as to the causes of disease,
it is no wonder that such diseases prevail. It leads to a questioning of the
quality of health education inputs, and also points to a lack of adequate
information given to patients visiting dispensaries and hospitals for treatment.

Bilharzia was a problem in Unyangwe. 56% of households in the sample had one
or more members with this disease. In Unyianga the figure was 8% of households
and in Nkhoiree 16%. The number of bilharzia sufferers in the sample households
was 28, which was 7% of the sample population. (In Unyangwe it was 14% of the
sample population.) The sufferers were often youth, particularly boys over the
age of 12. None of the smaller sample of 38 households asked about the causes
of diseases could give the cause of bilharzia.

1. Note that some households could mention more than one disease so
the total is more than 100%.

Bi lharzia

Diarrhoea

Stomach problems

Chol era

Malaria

Dysentry

Scabies

28 60 44 44

20 32 16 23

24 20 28 24

20 0 4 8

4 4 12 7

4 8 0 4

0 4 0 1
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5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS - NEED FOR AN ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY

5.1 Limitations of the present strategy

If any benefits are to be attained from a shallow wells with handpumps
programme there must be a sufficient number of supply points in each village.
The normal- criteria for Tanzania is to estimate one well for 250 people.
However the political and economic realities influence the actual performance
in implementation. A serious constraint can be identified in the goal to
reach all villages with at least some form of improved supply. The scarce
financial resources must, for political reasons, be equally divided between
districts, wards and villages. As a result there is usually a very low
density of supply points in individual villages. Very few villages, if any,
receive adequate coverage. While improved water supply inputs are equally
distributed, each village receives so little that the impact can often be
said to be non-existent.

For example in the villages studied, Unyianga with a population of 2158,
received one windmill with one domestic point (4 taps). This is obviously
inadequate in a village that size. Even when the supply is working, the
impact can only be very slight. A very small percentage of the total
population is being reached. Given the problems actually experienced with
breakdowns the impact can well be measured as nil. In Unyangwe 2 foot pumps
for a population of 1671 is also inadequate. This is especially so given the
scattered character of the settlement. Again when the history of the
breakdowns of one of the pumps is taken into account, it is difficult to
discern any benefits in terms of improved health or ease of access in more
than a very few households in the village. For optimum attainment of benefits
the goal must be to reach as many households in the villages served, rather
than to reach as many villages as possible with a thin spread of improvements.

In Nkhoiree village (population 1873) where improvements to water supply are
still in the planning stage, it can be estimated that, for any real
achievement of improvement to accessibility, reliability and quality/quantity,
at least 7-8 shallow wells must be constructed. This leads to the problems
of economics. The financial resources available are inadequate. The costs of
construction, operation and maintenance, even of shallow wells with handpumps,
and certainly of windmills, are rapidly increasing, It is not economically
feasible, given the present economic realities, to envisage constructing the
numbers of wells with handpumps which would be required in each village to
give the density of supply necessary for any real impact.

~9Y~_111~

Far too often the shallow wells with handpumps which are installed in the
villages cannot compete with the traditional sources with regard to
accessibility. This obviously has implications for the actual utilization
of the wells, which in turn is related to the level of impact. Good
accessibility is a crucial factor both for increased convenience and for
the attainment of health benefits. The consumers assess the benefits of the
improved supply by comparing it with the sources they have traditionally
used. To be accepted and utilized the new supply must bring obvious advantages
in terms of accessibility, reliability and water quality. While the consumers
definitely appreciate improvements in water quality, the most important
criteria, for very practical reasons, must be improved accessibility. The
consumer’s strategy is to use the best quality water available within a
reasonable distance. Improved accessibility is highly appreciated and
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facilitates acceptance and utilization of the improved supply. -

In many cases shallow wells with handpumps are not more conveniently
located than traditional sources, except for a few households in the
immediate vicinity of the improved supply. Unless the improved supply is
definitely closer than all other alternative sources in all seasons, there
is evidence that the households will continue to use the traditional sources.
Experience from Shinyanga region shows that while in the dry season there is
good likelihood that the improved supplies will be used, during the rainy
season, when the women are busy in the fields and there is an abundance of
water nearby in traditional sources, the incidence of use of the improved
source decreases (Andersson, 1982). If women can collect water at 200 metres
from the homestead, it is unrealistic, given the enormous work burden they
have to cope with, to expect them to pass that source and collect at 400-500
metres distance. Andersson (1982) further reported that households stated
they were willing to walk up to 30-50% longer distance, but not more.

The results of the survey in Singida seem to support this. In Nkhoiree the
households indicated they would be prepared to go a little further for water
of better quality. However if they were asked to cross the river (the
traditional source) they would be less likely to use it. In Unyianga and
Unyangwe not all those using the improved supplies had completely abandoned
traditional sources. Some used the improved supplies only when it was
difficult to get water from traditional sources. Others still used the
traditional sources for some purposes - bathing, washing clothes, washing
utensils etc. In other cases, if the improved sources were further away,
the traditional sources were used whenever the women were in a hurry.
Obviously non-abandonment of unimproved sources negates the benefits of the
improved sources. Certainly for any health impact the households must refrain
from using contaminated sources completely.

With regard to reliability, shallow wells with handpumps are certainly better
than piped supplies which rely on supplies of diesel. However, breakdowns of
wells with handpumps are common, and maintenance is far from adequate. This
was very evident in Unyangwe, where one footpump has been out of order since
shortly after it was installed. The windmill in Unyianga had also been out
of order for long periods. If hundreds of shallow wells with handpumps are
dispersed over a whole region, the problems of maintenance become enormous
for a central organization. To date the maintenance infrastructure has proven
inadequate, as evidenced by the long delays experienced in Unyianga and
Unyangwe. The solution often proposed, to hand over the responsibility for
maintenance to the village, is not in itself a simple solution. Even given
adequate training inputs, the problems of spare parts for so many wells is
daunting.

Breakdowns in all types of improved water supplies are inevitable. It is
usually stated that, in the event of a breakdown, the consumers should use
other protected wells until the source in question is functioning again. This,
however, presupposes a certain density of supply points which is reached in
very few, if any, villages in Singida. When the improved supplies are not
working the consumers have no choice but to revert to the traditional
polluted sources for long periods at a time.

~

In summary, the results of the survey showed that the impact of the improved
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supplies constructed in Unyianga and Unyangwe was negligable. Many of the
households who actually used the improved sources maintained that they had
noticed a reduction of stomach problems. However those actually using the
improved source were only a small percentage of the total population, since
so few improved sources had been constructed. In addition the problem of
breakdowns negated the benefits for these few households.

A comparison1 between the two villages with improved supplies, and Nkhoiree
where households relied wholly on traditional sources, showed no significant
difference in water consumption, water-use behaviour or the health, hygiene
and sanitation conditions. This would seem to suggest that the socio-economic
impact had been non-existent. This is not surprising since the involvement
of the communities had been very slight. They had received almost no
information at all on the planned improvements and no health education in
connection with the improvements. Their only involvement had been with the
digging of trenches. Impact in terms of stimulating other developmental
efforts cannot be expected under such circumstances.

What conclusion can be drawn?

The limited impact of the improved water supplies programme in Singida (as
in other regions in Tanzania) can be related to problems of reliability and
accessibility (inadequate density and location of supplies). In order to
achieve the expected benefits of improved health and increased convenience,
the improved schemes must be able to compete with the traditional sources
in terms of both these factors. Otherwise there are no advantages for the
consumers, except for the small minority who happen to be close to the few
improved supplies installed. The shallow wells must be located to ensure ease
of access and there must be sufficient density of wells so that all members
of the community benefit, and all polluted sources can be abandoned completely.
Nowhere have these conditions been met and it seems unlikely that there will,
or can, be any improvement in the immediate future, given the limitations of
the strategy as implemented at present. What is needed is an alternative
strategy which can guarantee accessibility and reliability.

5.2 An alternative proposed: Improvement of traditional sources

Given the economic situation and political goals on one hand, and the
necessity to improve the water supplies for all members of a community on
the other, it would appear that a more appro~FTate strategy would be the
improvement of existing traditional sources. The starting point for water
supply improvements would be an inventory of the traditional sources already
in use. Implementation would be concerned with establishing how many of
these can be improved to give water supplies of better quality, quantity and
rel.iability. Improvement could be of many different types - deepening and
lining wells, installing aprons, and where absolutely necessary installing
hand or foot pumps. This strategy does not completely reject shallow wells
and handpumps, but rather sees it as one possible alternative for improvements.

~

Improvement of traditional sources is conductive to the implementation of a
“user-choice” approach. The concept of “user-choice” as a main vector of
diffusion and acceptance in improving water supplies was introduced by Whyte
(1976) and Whyte and Burton (1977). A distinction is made between “community

1. It is admitted that a sample of 25 households in each village is a
small one, and is perhaps an inadequate basis for comparisons.
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participation” and “community choice”. It is suggested that one of the
reasons for the failure rate of improved supplies is that, even when -

community participation is attempted (usually in the form of self-help
activities or formation of water committees), “the projects are still
conceived and imp lemen ted in the framework of the ‘de livery philosophy’
and the choices available to the communities are in terms of detail
rather than funda’nentczis.” (Whyte and Burton: 1977) Real choice is a
basic prerequisite for an effective user-choice approach. It means allowing
the users to decide, as far as possible. the type of improvement to be
installed or whether, in fact, there is a need for improvement at all. It
involves self-determined rather than imposed social change.

The current trends to emphasize appropriate low-cost technology, community
involvement, and integration with other developmental inputs such as health
education and sanitation improvements~ can be seen as important steps towards
the development of an innovative user-oriented approach to rural water
supplies. The improvement of traditional sources is a logical development of
these trends towards a user-choice approach.

Each community has developed a traditional user-choice system which is
adapted to the physical , economic and social context in which it exists. Any
improvement of water supplies should therefore begin with an examination of
the system already functioning. An improved system should be based on an
understanding of water-use, water organization and water-values. As pointed
out by Whyte (1976) traditional water-use systems are “characteristically
multi—source” in response to the constraint of no single source being
adequate for all needs. Thus it is a means of reducing risks in an uncertain
environment. Where alternative sources are utilized, aspects of water quality,
water quantity and convenience of location are included in the user-choice
criteria for water for different uses. An understanding of the environment,
its uses and the users’ perceptions is an essential starting point.

Where communities are already using several water sources, and making choices
as to which source is best for the different domestic and non-domestic uses,
it would be advantageous to consider improving the water supply from these
existing sources, rather than planning to construct a completely new supply.
Such a strategy would be based on existing user-choices and opportunity
would be given to the consumers to make meaningful choices and contributions.

The strategy of improving traditional sources would be in keeping with the
criteria for bringing about change as outlined in section 2.5. There are
many reasons for suggesting that it would be realistic and appropriate. For
example: -

a) It would appear to be the only way possible to achieve any impact of
improved water supplies - i.e. to bring about benefits to all or as
many as possible in the community.

b) It is in keeping with the traditional patterns of water-use. Many sources
are already known and in use. There is a natural risk—eliminator in
the multi-source practices, which can be retained.

c) It is a least-cost technology - in keeping with the political and

economic realities at present in Tanzania.
d) It facilitates community involvement, in particular of the women.

e) It is possible to improve sources for non-domestic uses.

f) It could facilitate diffusion to other communities.
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a) Only way to achieve impact

The non-impact of improvements to water supplies is a big problem. Apart
from anything else, valuable financial and material resources are wasted
when supplies are not used as intended - either because they are rejected
or because they break down. The benefits expected cannot be achieved if
the supplies are not functioning. Even where improved supplies do function
and are actually used, the percentage of consumers reached is very small.
The improvement of traditional supplies guarantees that accessibility will
not be worsened, while quality, quantity and reliability can be improved
to varying degrees. There is a greater chance that the improvements will
be accepted and that benefits will be achieved. Since it is a low-cost
technology, all sources can be improved and all consumers can be reached-
which must be the overall goal of improving domestic water supplies.

b) In keeping with traditional patterns

All settlements exist because there is water available - sufficient at least
for the very minimum required to susgin human life and support livestock.
The groundwater sources in most areas are already well known and utilized
by the local population. Most communities in Singida have multi-source
practices, as a way of eliminating the risk of supplies drying up completely
in some periods. Not all sources are utilized for domestic purposes. The
households use the sources which are most conveniently located to them
making of course, choices concerning water quality, at least for water for
drinking, and sometimes for cooking. If the ease of access is not considered
good enough, the households will dig new wells at a more convenient location,
if this is possible. It cannot be over-emphasized how vital a factor
convenience (as related to density and location of sources) is to the consumers.
It must always be taken into account when planning improvements. The strategy
proposed, to improve traditional sources, does not involve changes in
density and location and does not worsen the ease of access. In some cases
it may be possible to improve convenience.

By building on something already existing, and making small, comprehensible
changes, there would be more chance for acceptance of the improvement and
its success. There are problems involved when communities with mi’lti-source
practices are expected to switch to using one source only. This i~ complicated
by the fact that the alternative traditional sources continue to exist. The
unreliability of the improved sources, be it handpumps or windmills, forces
the consumers to continue to rely on traditional sources in times of break-
downs. Improvement of traditional sources eliminates these problems. The
communities are not asked to change existing practices, only to improve on
them.

c) A least-cost technology

From the point of view of the political goals of equality between villages
and within villages this strategy should be very acceptable. Improvement of
traditional sources is possible within all villages, and if all feasible
sources are improved, the benefits reach all the members of the community,
and not just a small minority as is the case at present.

This strategy is more in keeping with the economic realities as well. Firstly
the economic requirements are relatively modest. Traditional sources can be
improved by quite simple means. A spring can be protected, an open well
lined and covered etc. Local materials and local know-how can be utilized
to a greater extent than at present. All stages of the implementation are
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within the capabilities of the villagers, and operation and maintenance can
be entrusted to the village level. A complicated and expensive maintenance
infrastructure would not be necessary. With simpler technology the present
problems of maintenance and spare parts could be lessened. By lowering the
unit costs it would be possible to improve all the sources and thus increase
the possibility of achieving health benefits.

d) Facilitates community involvement - especially of women

Such a strategy involving a minimum of resources and limited input from
outside lend themselves to community participation and real “self-help”
practices, in the positive sense of the “user-choice” approach as outlined
earlier. The water sources are already in use by the consumers and thus the
problems of trying to make the villagers accept and identify with the
improved sources are not relevant. The women’s links with these sources are
already established and thus their participation in planning, implementation,
operation and maintenance can be facilitated. The women can, in a very natural
manner, be involved in expressing their felt needs, and in indicating the
limitations of existing sources and possible improvements. The women’s active
involvement can hardly beopposedby the men since the improvements are to
resources already existing and utilized by the women.

It has been suggested by Hannan-Andersson (l984a) that the reduced capacity
for high—level technology in improving water supplies may be a positive trend
from women’s point of view. The introduction of high-level technological
innovations usually result in benefits primarily for the men. Men receive
information and training, while women remain marginal to the changes. If the
improvements to water supply are not technically advanced men may be less
interested in dominating and women may have the opportunity to participate
fully in an area which concerns them vitally.

The women are not being asked to radically change existing practices - e.g.
to abandon the traditional sources and walk further to a supply point where
there is probably a long queue because of the inadequacy of such points. The
women are asked to improve on existing practices. In most cases the changes
would be small and comprehensible and many may be suggested by the women.
In addition, many of the changes could be implemented and maintained by the
women themselves. Through women actively participating in a developmental
effort in the community there should be some stimulation of self-confidence,
and perhaps a better acceptance by men of women’s increasing involvement in
community life.

e) Possibility to improve sources for non-domestic uses

Because of financial constraints it is impossible for shallow wells with
handpumps strategy to even fulfill the needs for water for domestic purposes
in the communities served. An advantage of the improvement of traditional
sources is that those sources which are rejected for domestic uses can be
considered for non—domestic purposes, such as livestock watering or irrigation
of small vegetable gardens. Small improvements could be undertaken to ensure
greater reliability etc. The improvements of sources for livestock would be
greatly appreciated by communities in Singida since livestock is an essential
element in the Nyaturu society. Similarly the possibility to start or expand
vegetable gardens would be a great assistance to women in their efforts to
increase their cash income. Hopefully consumption of fruit and vegetables in
their own households could also increase.
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f) Diffusion effect -

Enthusiasm for improvement to water supplies could be diffused to surrounding
communities. Through the improvement of traditional sources the chances of
meeting felt needs and achieving benefits for the communities are enhanced~
Success in one village could encourage other villages to seek assistance to
carry out further improvements. Because the improvements are simple and low-
cost the delays in implementation should be shortened., and impact achieved
at a faster rate. At present the slow rate of construction and the high
failure rates of constructed improvements hinder the generation of enthusiasm
within communities and between communities. By involving the women as fully
as possible the diffusion effect may be enhanced since they have ties with
other villages, and information and enthusiasm can be spread in that manner.

~

It is important to note that this strategy does not imply a total rejection
of shallow wells with handpumps as inappropriate. The ideal situation would,
of course, be where all communities could receive sufficient wells with
pumps to cover all their needs. However, as pointed out earlier, because of
the existing constraints this is impossible. Therefore wherever possible
traditional sources will be improved with simpler, less expensive measures.
Handpumps are only one of several options available. In cases where other
simpler techniques are inadequate, pumps will have to be installed.

In fact, the end result may well be that each village receives one or two
handpumps, as is the case now. The important difference is that, instead of
leaving the traditional sources untouched, all utilized sources will be
improved to ensure that all water consumed is of best possible quality.

~

While it is considered that this is the most realistic strategy for Tanzania
at present, there would doubtless be much hesitance and opposition before it
could be accepted. This could come from both the planners/administrators and
the consumers themselves.

The political goal has been to provide clean drinking water as a free basic
s~rvice. The consumers have learnt to expect that it will be free (constructed
and maintained by the government) and that it would be at a fairly high
technological level. Initially the demand was for piped supplies. There has
already been a lowering of expectations from piped supplies to wells with
hand and foot pumps, and now it is suggested that there should be a further
lowering of standards to improvements to traditional sources.

However it is expected that the consumers could learn to accept and
appreciate this strategy. If they can see that these simple improvements do
not imply a lowering of level of service, but rather the only way improvements
to level of service can be achieved, their acceptance of the strategy can be
assured. In addition, as pointed out earlier they can be actively involved
in all aspects of the improvements and the changes are within their
comprehension and control . The fact that sources for non-domestic purposes
will also be attended to, will increase their enthusiasm.

The main opposition may well come from planners/administrators and
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implementators. It will certainly be initially difficult to accept since it
requires a change in basic attitudes. It may not be easy for technicians to
accept small and imperfect improvements to existing sources when their
training has geared them towards construction of new systems, of a high
technical standard.

Unfortuf)ately the very term “traditional” is likely to stimulate negative
responses even before the proposed strategy is outlined or discussed.
However, as pointed out by Whyte (1976) tradition should be recognized as a
positive force, a progressively changing body of beliefs and practices
designed to adapt itself to the needs of the social group - that is,a process
rather than a form. Tradition can be adapted to or used to bring about desired
social change as a movement which is indigenous and therefore more likely to
succeed.

In spite of the inevitable opposition and hesitancy, it is considered that
this strategy is a realistic one. In fact it is the only feasible solution
for Tanzania at this point in time - the only way a reasonably acceptable
level of service can be provided and maintained. However before it can succeed
a lot of attention has to be given to aspects of practical implementation.

5.3 Practical implementation

A model for implementation is presented in the flow chart on the following
page (figure 3). The starting point is to assess the suitability of the
source from the point of view of accessibility for domestic uses. If ease
of access is acceptable, the next consideration is chemical standards of
water quality. If the water is chemically suitable the reliability of the
source is investigated. Given adequate yield the bacteriological standards
are assessed. If the source meets all these criteria it can be considered
for water for domestic use.

If the source fails to meet the conditions for acceptable accessibility or
chemical standards and is thus ruled out for domestic use, it can be
considered for non-domestic purposes, such as watering livestock. Where
reliability is the problem, it may be possible to improve it for domestic
uses, using a variety of measures. Or it may be accepted as a seasonal source
of drinking water. Where bacteriological standards are not met it is
necessary to determine the cause of the pollution and the possibilities for
eliminating it. If no protection can be assured the source can be considered
for domestic purposes other than drinking, e.g. bathing or washing clothes.

The different steps in the flow chart are elaborated further below.

Step 1: Convenience is the vital factor if the source is to be utilized at
all times. New locations must be explored if convenience is not
adequate. Medium depth or deep boreholes and other relevant
technologies could be considered.

Step 2: A source which is not conveniently located and/or which is of poor
quality can be considered for non-domestic purposes such as livestock
watering or irrigation. Only when the source is of very poor
quality should it be abandoned and its use prohibited.

Step 3: Chemical standards must be investigated at an early stage to eliminate
risks of high flouride and/or conductivity. Chemical tests can be
carried out on the spot using a simple field kit. Water which is
unsuitable for domestic uses can be considered for non-domestic uses.
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Step 4: Reliability of the source has to be determined. The consumers must
be guaranteed adequate quantity at all seasons of the year. The -

consumer’s own local knowledge about the sources is necessary to
determine whether the source is reliable enough throughout the year.

Step 5: If the yield is not sufficient possibilities for improvement should
be explored. For example deepening the source, arranging storage etc.

Step 6: If the source is unreliable during the dry season it can be considered
for a seasonal source of drinking water and other domestic uses. A
wet season source more conveniently located than the normal source
would always be appreciated. Alternative uses as a source for washing
and bathing can also be considered.

Step 7: The bacteriological standards as specified in the Tanzanian legislation
are very difficult to meet. In fact very few rural water supplies are
up to standard. Realistic criteria on acceptable levels of
bacteriological pollution must be set. The goal of supplying completely
safe water is not feasible at present. For the foreseeable future
the rural population will have to use water containing organic matter.
Pollution can, however, be reduced and efforts must be made to
eliminate contamination as much as possible.

Step 8: Pollution caused by poor environmental sanitation can often be
prevented. Knowledge of existing ground conditions is essential to
determine the risk-zone for contamination.

Step 9: Some pollution can be eliminated. If pit latrines are hazards, other
techniques with less risk of leakage could be investigated.

Step 10: Local know—how, skills and materials should be considered and should
be utilized wherever possible. A well can be provided with a water-
proof lining for the top few meters. Construction of head walls,
drainage aprons and soak-away will lower the risk of dirty surface
water running into the well. Pulley and windlass could be introduced
on an experimental basis. Removeable covers could further eliminate
the hazards. Local masons and bricklayers are often available. The
practice of making burnt bricks is common in some areas of Tanzania
and this should be capitalized on, since the lining need not
necessarily be of cement. Other alternatives should also be
investigated. Additional materials such as cement and reinforcement
bars would have to be provided by the project, as well as some
supervision, but the actual work should be done by the villagers.

Step 11: The most effective method of protecting a shallow well is to install
a handpump on a covered well. However to eliminate pollution
hazards the workmanship must be of a high standard, and inputs from
outside are crucial. There is less possibility for participation
of the community as a result. Inputs from outside will also be
required to keep the supply in good running condition (spare parts,
tools, transport etc.).

Step 12: In cases where not even a protected well with handpump is considered
sufficient to prevent contamination, the possibility of using the
source for other domestic purposes than cooking and drinking should
be considered. It could, for example, be used for bathing and
washing clothes. Various improvements could be considered here, for
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instance washing slabs~ shelters for bathing to provide privacy etc.
If no domestic use can be considered the possibility of other non-
domestic uses should be investigated.

The solutions for supplying water for domestic use, as presented in the flow
chart, are listed below in order of simplest technology, least external inputs
and greatest potential for local participation.

I The existing source is accepted as a source of domestic water after

only minor improvements.

II The source is accepted after local improvements, e.g. protected well
or protected spring.

III A ring-well and handpump is constructed. This involves more external

inputs and restricted participation.

Where the source is not suitable for drinking and cooking, the following

solutions are proposed.
IV The source is improved for bathing and washing clothes.

V The source is rejected for domestic uses but is improved for non-
domestic purposes.

VI The source is rejected for all uses and is abandoned.

Thus 3 types of sources would be found in the villages - those for all domestic
uses; those for washing and bathing only; and those for non-domestic purposes
only. Obviously a crucial factor is the acceptance of the necessity to
utilize the sources as intended. Adequate information and education is essential.

In the event of insufficient traditional sources existing which are suitable
for improvement, other methods of improving the water supplies will have to
be utilized. It is suggested that the priorities in choice of technology should
be as follows:

a) Hand—dug lined shallow ringwells with or without handpumps

b) Hand-drilled wells with handpumps

c) Machine-drilled wells with handpumps (medium depth)

d) Other technologies - gravity, hydram etc.

5.4 Some areas forfurther discussion

What was presented above is a proposal for implementation of improvements to
traditional sources. This proposal must be developed further. Suggestions for
aspects which must be investigated further are given below.

a) Adequate planning

Even though the methods of improving the supplies are often simple, the whole
operation must be well planned to avoid as many difficulties as possible.
Costs must be worked out beforehand - financial costs and contributions of
labour and material - so that the communities can be well informed and well
prepared for what is expected of them right from the start.
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One aspect of importance which must be given adequate consideration is the
seasonality factor. Labour for self-help activities is only readily available
in the less intensive agricultural periods. If a relatively good rate of
delivery is to be achieved this must be taken into account. Even self-help
labour in the form of digging of wells etc. requires some organization and
planning. Otherwise it is possible that the initial enthusiasm of the
community may wane if their scarce resources of time and energy are not
utilized efficiently.

The procedure for planning with the villagers also requires preparation,
i.e. the initial discussions with village leaders and village assemblies.
Special efforts must be made to reach all groups in. the community, and
especially the women. Efforts must also be made to mobilize the staff at
hospitals, dispensaries, MCH clinics, women’s groups and schools.

Other aspects which need to be more thoroughly investigated are those of
priority, felt need and ownership. With regard to ownership, procedures
for hand-over must be well worked out. The communities must be well versed
in the advantages and also the liabilities. They must be prepared for the
probability of breakdowns and recurring expenses, and assisted to work out
appropriate methods of coping with forthcoming problems.

The aspects of felt need and priority are difficult to tackle. The project
team is usually left to assess as objectively as possible which villages are
“priority”, i.e. which ones have the most obvious need for improved water
supplies. However it does not necessarily follow that these villages have
the appropriate “felt needs”. They may have other priorities and accept the
water supply situation as it is. It is necessary, through promotion, to try
to stimulate “felt need” and enthusiasm for the project, especially if a
request from the village is to be the imputus for getting a project underway.

The ideal situation is illustrated in the following figure. However such a
situation will probably be difficult, if not impossible to attain. Cases
where the need is obvious to outsiders but no request is forthcoming, even
after promotion, are difficult ones to solve. Some kinds of guidelines should
be worked out as the project gets underway, since there are practical
problems involved once the project is running and a certain rate of delivery
and level of efficiency has to be maintained.

Figure 4 The village selection process
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b) Flexible organizational set-up

The organizational set-up and management system proposed must be flexible.
to be able to take into account the varying conditions in the communities.
It is true that to dates along with the imposition of technology from outside,
“there has been a somewhat corrrparable standardized delivery of management
systems.” (Whyte and Burton: 1977) Because of the organizational and social
differences between communities the chances of a stereotyped set up succeeding
are limited. Whyte (1976) points out that “the texture of organizational and
social differences within an area may be very fine. It is thus difficult to
generalize and a standardized approach to the organization of rural water
is as unlikely to succeed as an inflexible technical ‘package “.

There is a risk of such organizational inflexibility in Tanzania since the
normal solution is to organize “committees” for all developmental projects.
Given the numbers of these committees which have been set up for one purpose
or another, and the normally limited achievement, the local populations may
not be mobilized by the setting up of “water committees”. Alternatives should
be sought which can gurantee action and benefits.

Some proposals which have been suggested in other contexts include:

- pump attendants
- well caretakers

Other methods of involving the community should be worked out, based on
knowledge of the local conditions and using imagination. The use of special
women’s groups and dance and drama groups should be investigated and
experimehted with (Hannan-Andersson: 1984c). Above all there must be
flexibility in planning to allow for inputs from the community at the design
stage of the project.

c) Management/maintenance aspects

It is easy to presume that since the improvements of traditional sources
recommended are relatively simple and do not require great numbers of staff,
expensive equipment, complicated maintenance infrastructure etc, that the
improved sources will function by themselves without problems. On the contrary
there are bound to be problems. and some inputs may be required resulting in
cost and effort being expanded by the communities. There must be a well-
thought-out proposal for regular inspections, reporting of problems, cleaning
operations etc. More complicated maintenance systems will have to be establised
if handpumps have been installed.

d) Integration with health education/sanitation/other inputs

These are aspects which require much thought and preparation. Since the water
quality can only be improved to a limited extent, through measures such as
spring protection, lining of wells, construction of barriers for animals etc,
there is a greater need to ensure adequate health education. An integral part
of any programme to improve traditional sources must be a health education/
sanitation component. It can be argued that inputs in these areas would have
a very good chance to succeed, if the level of participation mentioned
earlier can be achieved.
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The health education component must be well thought out. Most communities
in Tanzania have already had a great deai of health education, with limited
impact on health standards. Where health education efforts have been made
they have not been based on an understanding of local conditions. In addition
they have usually involved attempts to change people’s patterns of living

without providing adequate motivation. As a result there has been too much
reliance on establishing regulations and restrictions, and not enough on
ensuring an understanding of the linkage water—health. (Hannan-Andersson: 1983)
This has led to the situation where people know what is expected of them,
and when necessary claim to follow the advice given, whereas in reality they
carry on as they have always done. There is a need for a rethinking of the
aims and methodology of health education inputs.

With regard to sanitation inputs the local conditions must be well understood
before any programme is undertaken. The physical conditions in Singida limit
the lifetime of latrines, if they are not of an improved type. The general
standard of housing must also be taken into consideration before households
are expected to construct improved latrines. Availability of materials is the
biggest constraint in latrine campaigns. Efforts must be taken to research
the most appropriate local material available and the best method to increase
the life-length - and thereby the privacy and safety of the latrines. This
campaign must be linked with the health education inputs, otherwise latrines
will certainly be built, but their use may not be assured.

With regard to integration with other inputs, in communities which are
experiencing other urgent problems - e.g. livestock management. afforestation
problems - water supply projects should help the communities investigate
way anct means of solving these problems. In some communities it may be
necessary to cooperate in meeting these other needs before there is a
possibility that water supply improvements can be considered by the community.
Water supplies must always be seen in the context of the total needs of the
communities.

e) Need for an adequate knowledge base on local conditions

Much of the failure of improvements to water supplies can be attributed to
lack of knowledge of the details of everyday life in rural societies,
knowledge which should be the starting point for planning improvements to
living standards. An adequate knowledge base on such areas as traditional
beliefs and practices concerning health, nutrition, child—rearing, personal
hygiene etc. is absolutely essential if meaningful inputs are to be made
in rural societies, and if there is any chance of these inputs being
accepted and assimilated. Concerning the improvement of water supplies in
particular, it is clear that without more knowledge of traditional attitudes
and beliefs relating to water and water-use patterns it will be impossible
to achieve the intended benefits, even with the~strategy of improving
traditional sources. An adequate knowledge base is a basic prerequisite for
the planning of an appropriate improvement, the achievement of community
participation and effective health education and sanitation inputs.
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of the communities had been minimal and almost no information at all (on
planned improvements, use of improved supplies or health aspects) had been
received. There was no integration at all with health education or
sanitation inputs. Given these conditions it is not surprising that there
is little impact.

The percentage of households actually using the improved supplies (when
they are working) expressed satisfaction with the quality of the water.
They claimed that stomach problems had decreased while the supplies were
working. The main complaints about the improved systems were that they were
inadequate for the needs of the community. There were also many complaints
about the slow maintenance when the pumps or windmills broke down. The
suggested improvements were to build more wells with handpumps so that they
are closer to all households. Only a small percentage of households in
Nkhoiree (which had not yet received any improved supplies) expected the
government to deliver a piped supply.

The households in all 3 villages carried home very small amounts of water
for domestic use. The average PCC was as low as 8.7 litres per person per
day (with a range of 2.6 - 20 litres). However it must be noted that most
washing of clothes was done at the wells and the amount of water used for
this activity is thus not included in the PCC calculations above. In
addition some personal washing was also done at the sources. However, even
allowing for these additional litres the PCC is still a far cry from the
recommended 20 litres.

In addition to very low consumption, which did not appear to change noticeably
when households were using improved supplies, the handling of water in the
homes left a great deal to be desired. Standards of personal hygiene were
very poor. Sanitation aspects are still unclear, as it is difficult to
accurately estimate the actual usage of latrines in a short survey such as
this one. However it is presumed that household members use the bush as
much as they use the latrines, especially since many latrines were neither
private nor safe enough for regular use. The standard of the latrines is
very poor, in keeping with the general standard of housing. It was obvious
that inputs in health education on relation of health to water, personal
hygiene and sanitation are urgently required. Such inputs must be in
conjunction with the improvement of the water supplies.

The health situation as revealed through the interviews with the 75 households
is not good. There were lots of stomach problems experienced in the area, as
well as bilharzia, malaria and some skin and eye diseases. Diarrhoea is also
a problem though not all households considered it an important one. This must
be related to the varying standard of personal hygiene in individual
households, since diarrhoea is probably very often passed from one household
member to another through poor hygiene - for example in preparation and
serving of food, in the practice of all washing hands in one bowl of water
before eating, in drinking from the same calabash or submerging hands in
drinking water, and not washing hands after excretion.

The present strategy in Singida

The present strategy in Singida is to emphasize shallow wells with pumps.
This is in keeping with the trend to concentrate on appropriate low-cost
technologies. However it is suggested in this report that this strategy
has limitations which prohibit its implementation on a wide—scale. As one
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alternative within a programme for improving water supplies it has great
value. However if it is the only strategy used the benefits achieved will
be limited. Inherent in such a strategy is a low level of accessibility,
partly because of the physical conditions which govern the location of
sites but also because the political ideology which stresses equality of
distribution between villages as opposed to adequate coverage within
individual villages. Financial constraints also play a role in limiting
the inputs. For the attainment of benefits in terms of improvement of
health and increased convenience for the consumers it is essential that all
members of the community are reached. However the constraints imposed by
the political goals and the economic realities in Tanzania today make the
attainment of goals with the present strategy well nigh impossible.

Experience from Singida seems to indicate that the two crucial problems are
location and density of supply points. There are not enough wells in the
villages to serve the whole community and the location of the wells does not
always ensure an improvement of access. In many cases the reverse is the case.
The only advantage offered to the consumer is the improved quality. However
the relatively low reliability of the improved supplies (related to the
inadequacy of the maintenance system) means that not even water quality is
guaranteed. When the wells are out of order the consumers are forced to
revert to using the more polluted traditional sources.

As a result of these problems the impact of improved water supplies programme
as implemented in Singida region seems limited. As long as the new systems
cannot compete with the traditional sources in terms of ease of access and
reliability there can be no “total conversion” to the improved supplies.
Traditional sources will continue to be used and any health benefits will
be negated. As long as there are not sufficient improved supply points to
cover the total needs of the communities. the maximum benefits in terms of
improved health and increased convenience cannot be achieved.

An alternative strategy: improvement of traditional sources?

Given the economic situation and the political goals on one hand, and the
necessity to improve the water supplies for all members of the community on
the other hand, it would appear that a more appropriate strategy would be
the improvement of existing traditional sources. The starting point for
water supply improvements wpuld be an inventory of the traditional sources
already in use. Implementation would be concerned with establishing how many
of these could be improved to give water of better quality, quantity and
reliability. Improvements could be of many different types - deepening and
lining of wells, installing aprons, and where absolutely necessary installing
hand or foot pumps. This strategy does not completely reject shallow wells
and pumps, but rather sees it as one possible alternative for improvements.

The motivation for such a strategy can be summarized as follows;

1. At the present point in time it would appear to be the only way possible
to achieve any impact, i.e. to bring about benefits to all or as many as
possible in the community in terms of meeting felt needs, lessening the
burden of water collection and improving health.

2. It is keeping with the traditional patterns of water-use and retains the
natural risk-eliminator in the multi—source practices.

3. It should facilitate community involvement, and particularly the
involvement of women.
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4. It is a least-cost technology and as such is in keeping with the
political and economic realities in Tanzania today.

5. It would be possible to improve sources for non-domestic uses, including
water for livestock.

6. Finally if maximum involvement and maximum input can be attained it should
facilitate diffusion to other communities to create “felt need” and the
impetus necessary to stimulate the involvement of communities in solving
their own problems.

The benefits for the consumers should be many. Accessibility would not be
altered ~u~nl~ssto. improve an unacceptably low accessibility) and water
collection patterns would be basically the same. The consumers already
identify with the sources since they have been chosen by the villagers
themselves as the best possible in the area, and many have been in use for
long periods of time. Any improvement by simple measures would certainly
be appreciated. The main advantages offered to the consumers are in terms
of greater reliability and improved water quality. The villagers could
participate in the planning and implementation of the improvements and the
operation and maintenance are within their capabilities. A complicated and
expensive maintenance system would not be necessary. Since local resources
in terms of know-how, manpower and materials are utilized, participation in
terms of the “user-choice” approach can be facilitated and costs kept to a
minimum. The fact that attention can be given to sources for cattle would
be greatly appreciated by the Wanyaturu.

Although the improvements involved are simple there is nonetheless a need
for adequate planning. In particular attention must be given to aspects
such as priority of felt needs, costs and contributions, ownership etc.
Management aspects. are crucial and the organizational set-up must be flexible,
taking into account local conditions. The health and sanitation components
of such a programme must be given adequate attention and adapted to local
conditions. Much of the failure of improvements to water supply to date can
probably be partly attributed to a lack of knowledge of the details of
everyday life in rural societies, knowledge which should be the starting
point for planning improvements to living standards. Thus adequate knowledge
base is a basic prerequisite fur the planning of an appropriate improvement,
the achievement of community participation and effective health education
and sanitation inputs.
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